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So far there exist three independent constructions of two different canonical
versions of Brauer's induction theorem for complex characters due to V. Snaith,
P. Symonds, and the author. ``Canonical'' in this context means functorial with
respect to restrictions along group homomorphisms. In this article we axiomatize
the situation in which the above canonical induction formulae are constructed.
Mackey functors and related structures arise in this way naturally as a convenient
language. This approach allows us to construct canonical induction formulae for
arbitrary Mackey functors. In particular we obtain canonical induction formulae
for the Brauer character ring, the group of projective characters, the ring of trivial
source modules, and the ring of linear source modules. In most cases, it is not
difficult to construct such formulae over the rational numbers. A much more subtle
question is whether the constructed formula comes from a canonical induction
formula defined over the integers. We give a sufficient condition in the general
framework of Mackey functors for a canonical induction formula to be integral. As
an application we show how canonical induction formulae allow the construction of
functorial maps on representation rings in terms of functorial maps on subrings, as,
for example, the span of linear characters in the case of the canonical Brauer
induction formula. This will be used in a subsequent article in the case of Adams
operations and Chern classes. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
It is always very pleasant if a question about some higher dimensional
object can be reduced to one-dimensional objects, as it is the case with the
 w x.splitting principle for vector bundles cf. 18, 17.5 or with Brauer's
 w x.induction theorem for character rings of a finite group cf. 8 . In both
cases one knows that for each higher dimensional object there exists a
family of one-dimensional objects by which the object itself or at least its
interesting invariants are determined. These existence theorems have
already fundamental consequences. In the case of Brauer's theorem and
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.this was Brauer's incentive one deduces easily from the classically known
facts for one-dimensional representations that the Artin L-function of an
arbitrary complex Galois representation of a number field is meromorphi-
cally extendible to the whole complex plane and satisfies a functional
equation. For this kind of qualitative questions the existence statement in
Brauer's theorem is sufficient. If one wants to study more detailed proper-
ties, as, for example, Artin's conjecture, stating that the Artin L-function
of a non-trivial irreducible representation is holomorphic, a more explicit
version of this theorem would be desirable.
Another important area in number theory is the conjectured Langlands
correspondence between Galois representations of a local field K and
 .representations of GL K for varying n g N. In this case again, one hasn
a correspondence with all the required properties for the subsets of
 .one-dimensional Galois representations and representations of GL K1
via local class field theory. By Brauer's theorem one can associate to each
Galois representation a family of one-dimensional Galois representations
on finite extension fields; this determines via class field theory a family of
representations of the unit groups of these extension fields, and one would
 .like to have an induction process which associates to this family a virtual
 .representation of GL K for some n g N. Let us assume for the momentn
that there is such a notion of induction. Then still one has the problem
that Brauer's theorem is only an existence theorem, and one has to show
that a construction as indicated above would not depend on the special
choice of a family of one-dimensional representations.
Surprisingly there are canonical choices for Brauer's induction theorem,
w xas Snaith proved in 23 by topological methods. Independently, using an
algebraic approach the author introduced another canonical choice cf.
w x.2 . Both choices share the property of functoriality with respect to group
homomorphisms. However, while the topological formula is not additive
but gives a topological interpretation to the multiplicities of the occurring
one-dimensional representations in terms of Euler characteristics showing
.a priori that they are integers , the algebraic formula is additive but
w xproduces a priori only multiplicities in Q. In 2 we gave a proof for the
integrality of these coefficients which made heavy use of the fact that we
are dealing with complex characters, in contrast to the construction of the
coefficients which was quite formal and invited to generalization. There is
also a geometric interpretation of the algebraic formula due to Symonds,
w xcf. 27 , but like the topological approach this method seems not to be apt
to generalize to representations over other rings than C or R.
There exists already a variety of applications of these canonical Brauer
w xinduction formulae, cf. 5, 24]27 , and one would certainly like to have
similar constructions for various other representation rings besides the
character ring. The aim of this paper is to introduce the basic construc-
tions, notions, and results about a very general approach, producing
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canonical choices of induction formulae for many sorts of representation
rings. We consider this article as a reference for future examples and
applications. Therefore some parts are kept in a more general framework
than necessary for the five examples of canonical induction formulae we
 .already introduce here see Examples 1.8 and 6.13 , namely for the
classical case of the character ring, the ring of Brauer characters, the
Grothendieck group of projective modules for a finite group over a
complete discrete valuation ring O, and the representation rings of trivial
source modules and linear source modules over O.
The language of Mackey functors on a finite group G over a commuta-
tive base ring k is perfectly suited to formulate our results and construc-
tions, and also motivates the idea of considering functorial choices of
induction formulae. The notion of a Mackey functor axiomatizes structures
allowing induction, restriction, and conjugation maps, as, for example,
character rings or cohomology groups of G-modules.
We introduce Mackey functors and related structures restriction func-
.tors and conjugation functors in Section 1, where we also provide the
necessary facts about them. Restriction functors and conjugation functors
arise from Mackey functors by forgetting the induction maps and then also
the restriction maps. In Section 2 we define basic functors between these
three categories, namely the constructions y and yq which arise fromq
adjoints of the forgetful functors. The functor y generalizes the con-q
struction of the Burnside ring from the constant restriction functor Z, and
there is also a generalization of the mark homomorphism on the Burnside
ring. In Section 3 we motivate and define the notion of a canonical
induction formula as a morphism of restriction functors a: M ª A ,q
which splits the induction morphism b: A ª M, for a Mackey functor Mq
 .and a restriction subfunctor A of M, where A G is a quotient ofq
 .  .  .[ A H and b : A G ª M G is induced by the induction maps.G qH F G
If M is the character ring Mackey functor and A : M is spanned by the
linear characters, we obtain as an example the canonical induction formula
w xin 2 .
Section 4 gives a glimpse of future applications by extending morphisms
on A to morphisms on M using a canonical induction formula. We will
apply these results in subsequent papers to constructions of Adams opera-
tions and Chern classes on various representation rings different from the
character ring.
In Section 5 we obtain for suitable base rings a parametrization of all
morphisms of restriction functors a: M ª A by the more convenient setq
of morphisms p: M ª A of conjugation functors. Section 6 is devoted to
the situation where the order of G is invertible in the base ring. Under
this hypothesis we obtain complete answers in terms of p to the questions,
if a is a splitting for b, a morphism of Mackey functors, or a ring homo-
morphism. In Section 7 we study the effect of a change of base rings with
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respect to the functors y and yq, in order to be able to pass fromq
results over Q, which we proved in Section 7, to result over Z, the case we
are most interested in.
We place ourselves in a more specific situation in Section 8, where we
work with the base ring Z and impose in Hypothesis 8.1 conditions on M
and A which are satisfied in all the examples we are interested in. Crucial
among them for what follows is the notion of a stable basis B of A, which,
as, for example, the set of one-dimensional characters, is a Z-basis which is
stable under conjugation maps, and whose positive span is stable under
restriction maps. For M, A, p: M ª A, and B as in Hypothesis 8.1 we
may tensor all objects with Q over Z in order to obtain an associated map
a: Q m M ª Q m A by our previous results. The most interesting ques-q
tion then is, whether a is integral, i.e., a maps M to A . In Section 9 weq
transform an explicit alternating sum formula for a in terms of p, in which
< <the denominator H occurs for each subgroup H F G, by refining the
index set from the simplicial complex of chains of subgroups of G to the
simplicial chain complex of a poset associated to the stable basis B. A
further subtle refinement and rearrangement in this alternating sum
 .makes apparent that under some condition ) on M, A, p, and Bp
 .p being a set of primes we obtain an alternating sum formula whose
< <denominators divide G . This is the statement of Theorem 9.3 whichp 9
 .provides a general tool for inegrality proofs. We show that ) is satisfiedp
for the set p of all primes in the cases of the character ring and the
Brauer character ring, and for the set p of primes distinct from the prime
characteristic l of the residue field of O in the case of the Grothendieck
group of projective OG-modules. In the first two cases this completes the
integrality proof, and in the third case we give an argument which shows
that the remaining l-power denominators also vanish. An integrality proof
using Theorem 9.3 for the introduced induction formulae in the case of
w xtrivial source modules and linear source can be found in 4 .
In Section 10 we adopt a global point of view by considering M and A
to be defined on all finite groups instead of only the subgroups of a given
finite group, and we show how our previous results can be extended to this
point of view. Moreover, we assume that there are restriction maps for all
group homomorphisms, not only the subgroup inclusions, and show that
the canonical induction formulae also commute with these restriction
maps.
Finally, in Section 11 we give a method of computing a canonical
induction formula a: M ª A in the standard situation of hypothesis 8.1q
 .  .  .by giving a matrix equation G ? a m s b m for the coefficients a m of
 .  .  .  .a m g A G , m g M G , with respect to a special basis in A G ,G q q
where G is an upper triangular quadratic matrix with coefficients in Z
which is independent of m.
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Notation
Let G be a finite group, g g G, and K, H F G be subgroups of G. We
set gH s gHgy1 and H g s gy1Hg, write H - G if H is a proper subgroup
of G, and K s H if K and H are conjugate under G. For a set p ofG
 :primes we denote by g the element of g whose order is precisely thep
 .p-part of the order of g. The exponent of G is denoted by exp G and the
 .set of complex irreducible characters of G by Irr G . For a G-set S we
denote by SG the set of G-fixed points. If k is a commutative ring, kG
 .denotes the group ring and I kG the augmentation ideal of kG, i.e., the
k-submodule of kG generated by the elements g y 1, g g G. All rings and
algebras are unitary, and homomorphisms of rings and algebras always
preserve unities. For a ring R its group of units is denoted by R=, the
category of R-modules by R]Mod, and the full subcategory of finitely
generated R-modules by R]mod. For the rank of a free R-module M g
R]mod we write rk M. Unadorned tensor products are taken over Z.R
1. MACKEY FUNCTORS AND RELATED STRUCTURES
Throughout this section G denotes a finite group and k a commutative
ring.
 . 1.1. DEFINITION. a A k-conjugation-functor resp. k-algebra conjuga-
.  .tion functor on G is a pair X, c consisting of a family of k-modules
 .  . resp. k-algebras X H , H F G, and a family of k-module resp. k-alge-
.  . g .bra homomorphisms c : X H ª X H , the conjugation maps, forg , H
H F G and g g G, satisfying the axioms
 .  .C1 c s id Triviality ,h, H X H .
 .  .gC2 c s c (c Transitivity ,g 9g , H g 9, H g , H
for all h g H F G and g, g 9 g G.
 .  .b A k-restriction functor resp. k-algebra restriction functor on G is
 . a triple A, c, res consisting of a k-conjugation resp. k-algebra conjuga-
.  . tion functor A, c on G together with a family of k-module resp.
. H  .  .k-algebra homomorphisms res : A H ª A K , the restriction maps, forK
K F H F G, satisfying the axioms
 . H  .R1 res s id Triviality ,H AH .
 . K H H  .R2 res (res s res Transitivity ,L K L
 . H g H  .gR3 c (res s res (c G-equivariance ,g , K K K g , H
for all L F K F H F G and g g G.
 .  .c A k-Mackey functor on G is a quadruple M, c, res, ind consist-
 .ing of a k-restriction functor M, c, res and a family of k-module homo-
H  .  .morphisms ind : M K ª M H , the induction maps, for K F H F G,K
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satisfying the axioms
 . H  .M1 ind s id Triviality ,H M H .
 . H K H  .M2 ind (ind s ind Transitivity ,K L L
 . H
g H  .gM3 c (ind s ind (c G-equivariance ,g , H K K g , K
 . H H U h K h hM4 res (ind s  ind (res (c MackeyU K hgU _ Hr K U l K U l K h, K
.formula ,
 .for all L F K F H F G, U F H, and g g G, where in M4 , h runs through
a set of representatives in H for the double cosets U _ HrK.
 .A k-Green functor on G is a k-Mackey functor M, c, res, ind on G such
 .that each M H , H F G, is a k-algebra, the conjugation and restriction
maps are k-algebra homomorphisms, and the axioms
 . H  . H  H  . . H  .M5 x ? ind y s ind res x ? y ; ind y ? x sK K K K
H  H  ..  .ind y ? res x Frobenius axiomsK K
 .  .are satisfied for all K F H F G, x g M H , and y g M K .
 . d A morphism f : X ª Y of k-conjugation resp. k-restriction, resp.
. k-Mackey functors X and Y on G by abuse of notation we often write X
 . .instead of X, c , etc. is a family of k-module homomorphisms f :H
 .  . X H ª Y H , H F G, commuting with conjugation maps resp. conjuga-
tion and restriction maps, resp. conjugation, restriction, and induction
. maps . For a morphism of k-algebra conjugation functors resp. k-algebra
.restriction functors, resp. k-Green functors on G we require additionally
that f be a k-algebra homomorphism for all H F G.H
 .  .1.2. Remark. a From Definition 1.1 we obtain categories k]Con G ,
 .  .  .  .  .k]Con G , k]Res G , k]Res G , k]Mack G , and k]Mack G . Inalg alg alg
each of these six categories we have an obvious notion of subfunctors.
 .Injecti¨ ity resp. surjecti¨ ity of a morphism f : X ª Y means injectivity
 .  .  .resp. surjectivity of all f : X H ª Y H , H F G. The categoriesH
 .  .  .k]Con G , k]Res G , and k]Mack G are abelian. For any map of
commutative rings k ª k9 there are scalar extension functors
k9 m ] : k]Con G ª k9]Con G , . . . , .  .k
k]Mack G ª k9]Mack G . .  .alg alg
 .  .b Let X be an object in one of the six categories in part a . Then
 .  .the axioms C1 and C2 imply that the conjugation maps are isomor-
 .phisms and that they provide each X H , H F G, with a module structure
 . gover the group ring kN H rH. In the sequel we will often write xG
 .  .instead of c x for g g G, H F G, and x g X H . If R denotes a setg , H G
of representatives for the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, then clearly
 .  .k]Con G (  kN H rH]Mod.H g R GG
 .  .1.3. EXAMPLE. a The Burnside rings V H and the cohomology
n .groups H H, V , H F G, for fixed n g N and V g ZG]Mod, are exam-0
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ples of Z-Machey functors on G even of a Z-Green functor in the
. w xBurnside ring case . We refer to 12, Sect. 80 for the notation and basic
results concerning the Burnside ring.
 .  .b There is a constant k-algebra restriction functor k with k H s k
for all H F G, and with all conjugation and restriction maps being the
 .identity. Obviously k is an initial object in the category k]Res G . Inalg
Section 2 we will see that the Burnside ring Green functor k m V arises
from k by a functor y .q
 w x.  .  .1.4. DEFINITION cf. 15, 31, 28 . a Let X, Y, Z g k]Mack G . A
pairing X m Y ª Z is a family of k-module homomorphismsk
X H m Y H ª Z H , x m y ¬ x ? y , .  .  .k k
satisfying the axioms
 . g . g g  .P1 x ? y s x ? y G-equivariance ,
 . H  . H  . H  . P2 res x ? y s res x ? res y compatibility with restric-K K K
.tions ,
 . H  . H  H  .. H  .P3 ind a ? b s ind a ? res b ; a9 ? ind b 9 sK K K K
H  H  . .  .ind res a9 ? b9 Frobenius axioms ,K K
 .  .  .for K F H F G, g g G, a9, x g X H , b, y g Y H , a g X K , b9 g
 .Y K .
 .b Let A be a k-Green functor on G. A k-Mackey functor M on G
 .together with a pairing A m M ª M is called an A-module, if A H mk k
 .  .  .  .M H ª M H provides each M H , H F G, with an A H -module
structure.
 .If A H is commutative for all H F G, then an A-algebra is a k-Green
functor B on G together with a morphism i: A ª B of k-Green functors
 .  .such that each B H , H F G, is an A H -algebra via i .H
For a finite left G-set S we denote the class of S in the Burnside ring by
w x  . w x  .S g V G . The elements GrH g V G , where H runs through a set of
representatives for the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, form a Z-basis
 .  . of V G and also a k-basis of k m V G . The following proposition whose
.proof is left to the reader points out the distinguished role the Burnside
 .  .ring functor k m V g k]Mack G plays for the categories k]Mack Galg
 .and k]Mack G , namely the same role that Z plays for the categoriesalg
 . of abelian groups i.e., Z-modules and the categories of rings i.e.,
.Z-algebras .
w1.5. PROPOSITION 15, Proposition 4.2; 31, Example 2.11; 28, Proposi-
x  .tion 6.1 . i E¨ery k-Mackey functor M on G has a unique structure of a
k m V-module, namely
w x H Hk m V H m M H ª M H , HrK m m ¬ ind res m , .  .  .  . .  .k k K K
 .for K F H F G and m g M H .
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 .ii For e¨ery k-Green functor A on G there is a unique morphism
i: k m V ª A of k-Green functors on G, namely
w x Hi : k m V H ª A H , HrK ¬ ind 1 , .  .  .H K AK .
 .for K F H F G, i.e., k m V is an initial object in k]Mack G . In particu-alg
lar, A has a unique k m V-algebra structure. Moreo¨er, i induces theH
unique i m V-module structure of A.
1.6. For a k-Mackey functor M on G and H F G we define the
k-submodule
I M H [ indH M K s im indH : M K ª M H .  .  .  .  . .  . K K
K-H K-H
 .  .  .of M H . Axiom M3 implies that I M is a k-conjugation subfunctor of
M on G. Since morphisms of k-Mackey functors commute with induction
maps, these submodules are preserved under such morphisms, and we
obtain a functor
I : k]Mack G ª k]Con G . .  .
 .  . .  .Note that if M g k]Mack G , then I M H is an ideal of M H foralg
 .H F G by the Frobenius axiom M5 .
 w x.Following Thevenaz cf. 28 , we call a subgroup H of G primordial forÂ
 . .  .  .M, if I M H / M H , i.e., if there is an element in M H which
cannot be obtained as a sum of properly induced elements. We denote the
 .set of primordial subgroup for M by P M . Note that for H F G one has
 . H   ..M H s  ind M K .K F H , K g P M . K
 .1.7. Dually to Subsection 1.6 we define for A g k]Res G and H F G
the k-submodule
K A H [ ker res H : A H ª A K .  .  .  . .F K
K-H
 .of A H . These submodules form a k-conjugation subfunctor of A and
they are preserved under morphisms of restriction functors on G. Hence,
we obtain a functor
K : k]Res G ª k]Con G . .  .
 .  . .  .Note that if A g k]Res G , then K A H is an ideal in A H , sincealg
the restriction maps are k-algebra homomorphisms.
 . .A subgroup H F G is called coprimordial for A, if K A H / 0, i.e., if
 .the elements in A H are not uniquely determined by proper restriction
 .maps. We denote the set of coprimordial subgroups for A by C A . Note
 .that for H F G two elements x, y g A H are equal if and only if
H  . H  .  .res x s res y for all K F H with K g C A . More about coprimor-K K
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dial subgroups and the connection to primordial subgroups can be found
w xin 1, III.1.11]1.18 .
Ã .1.8. EXAMPLE. For a ring A and a group H we set H A [
 =.Hom H, A , and regard it as a multiplicative abelian group in the case
that A is commutative. In this paper we will mainly be interested in the
following examples.
 .  .a The character rings R H , H F G, i.e., the free abelian groups
 .on the set Irr H of complex irreducible characters of H, form a Z-Green
functor on G with the usual conjugation, restriction, and induction maps.
ab Ã .  .For H F G let R H : R H denote the Z-span of the subset H [
Ã ab .  .H C : Irr H of linear characters. Then R with the inherited conjuga-
tion and restriction maps is a Z-algebra restriction functor on G. Note
that, since an induced linear character may have non-linear constituents,
ab  .R : R is not a Mackey subfunctor. The set C R of coprimordial
 .subgroups for R consists of the cyclic subgroups and the set P R of
primordial subgroups consists of the elementary subgroups of G.
 .b Let F be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic
 .l ) 0. The Grothendieck rings R H of FH]mod, H F G, with respectF
to short exact sequences, which we identify with the free abelian group on
w xthe set of isomorphism classes V of irreducible FH-modules V, form a
ab .Z-Green functor on G, and the subrings R H , H F G, generated byF
w xthe isomorphism classes V of FH-modules V with dim V s 1 form aF
Z-algebra restriction subfunctor of R . For a homomorphism w : H ª F=F
we denote by F the F-vector space F endowed with the H-actionw
 .h ? a s w h a for h g H, a g F. For w s 1 we write F instead of F .1
Ã .Then the map w ¬ F induces a bijection between H F and the set ofw
isomorphism classes of one-dimensional FH-modules, and we will often
Ã abw x  .  .identify w with F , thus considering H F as a Z-basis of R H . Fromw F
 .the theory of Brauer characters it follows that the set C R of coprimor-F
dial subgroups is the set of cyclic l9-subgroups.
 .c Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero
 .containing a primitive exp G th root of unity and assume that the residue
 .field Orrad O is of positive characteristic l and algebraically closed. A
linear source OG-module M is an OG-module, free of finite rank as
O-module, such that the source of any of its indecomposable direct
summands is a module of O-rank one. Equivalently, M is isomorphic to a
direct summand of a monomial OG-module, i.e., a direct sum of modules
G Ã .  .of the form ind O for some H F G and w g H O . Still equivalent isH w
G .the condition that res M is a monomial OP-module for all l-subgroupsP
 .or equivalently for a Sylow l-subgroup P of G. These equivalences can
w xbe proved like the analogous statements on trivial source modules in 10 .
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Together with the usual conjugation, restriction, and induction maps, the
 .Grothendieck rings L H with respect to direct sums of the categoriesO
OH]lin of linear source OH-modules, H F G, form a Z-Green functor on
G. Since direct summands of linear source modules are again linear source
 .modules, L G is free on the isomorphism classes of indecomposableO
linear source OG-modules.
Ã .  .Note that, as in b , the map w ¬ O , for w g G O , induces a bijectionw
Ã .between G O and the set of isomorphism classes of linear source OG-
w x  .modules of O-rank one. For H F G we denote the span of O g L H ,w O
Ã ab .  .w g H O , by L H , and obtain a Z-algebra restriction subfunctorO
Lab : L . For more on linear source modules, i.e., a proof of the semisim-O O
 .plicity of C m L G and the determination of its species, i.e., algebraO
 . w xhomomorphisms C m L G ª C, see 4 .O
 .  .d Let O be as in c . There is a full subcategory OG]triv :
OG]lin of tri¨ ial source OG-modules, i.e., linear source OG-modules, all
of whose indecomposable summands have trivial source. For H F G the
 .  .Grothendieck ring T H of OH]triv is a subring of L H , and theyO O
form a Z-Green subfunctor T of L . It is easy to see that an OH-moduleO O
Ã .of the form O , w g H O , is a trivial source module, if and only ifw
 . ab . ab .Hrker w is an l9-group. We define T H : L H as the span of theO O
Ã abw x  .elements O , w g H O . Clearly, T is a Z-algebra restriction subfunc-w l9 O
tor of T .O
Note that in the literature trivial source OG-modules are often called
l-permutation modules, since they are exactly those OG-modules M whose
G . restriction res M is a permutation module for all l-subgroups orP
.equivalently for a Sylow l-subgroup P of G. Also equivalent is the
condition that M is isomorphic to a direct summand of a permutation
module. Since a direct summand of a trivial source module is again a
 .trivial source module, T G is a free abelian group on the set ofO
isomorphism classes of indecomposable trivial source OG-modules.
 .We remark that for a field F of characteristic l as in b , the similarly
defined Green functor T is isomorphic to T , and T ab is isomorphic toF O F
ab w x  .T , cf. 10 . In fact, reduction modulo rad O induces an isomorphismO
T ( T .O O rradO .
 .  .Since T H and L H are Z-free for all H F G, we have equalitiesO O
 .  .  .  .C T s C Q m T and C L s C Q m L . Moreover, in PropositionO O O O
 .  .6.2 we will show that C Q m T s C Q m L , since T : L is anO O O O
 winclusion of Green functors. From Conlon's induction theorem cf. 12,
x.  .Corollary 81.32 it follows that C Q m T is the set of l-hypo-elementaryO
subgroups, i.e., subgroups H, whose biggest normal l-subgroup has a cyclic
 .l9-group as factor group, i.e., HrO H is cyclic.l
 .  .e Let O be as in c and let OG]proj be the category of finitely
generated projective OG-modules. Since each projective OG-module is a
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direct summand of a free module, OG]proj is a full subcategory of
 .OG]triv. The Grothendieck groups P H , of OH]proj, H F G, withO
respect to direct sums, form a Mackey subfunctor P : T : L and areO O O
free abelian groups on the isomorphism classes of indecomposable projec-
Ã .tive OH-modules. A rank-one module O , w g H O , H F G, is projec-w
ab . ab .tive, if and only if H is an l9-group. Hence, we set P H s T H sO O
ab . ab .L H for l9-subgroups H F G, and P H s 0 otherwise, and obtain aO O
Z-restriction subfunctor P ab : P .O O
 .Note again that if F is a field of characteristic l ) 0 as in b , then for
the similarly defined Mackey functor P and restriction functor P ab weF F
have P ( P and P ab ( P ab.F O F O
w xMoreover, by 22, Theoremes 34, 36 , the Mackey functor P is isomor-Â Á F
phic to the subfunctor of the character ring functor R consisting of those
virtual characters vanishing on l-singular elements, i.e., elements of order
 .  .divisible by l. This shows that C P s C P is the set of cyclic l9-sub-F O
groups of G.
2. THE TWO PLUS-CONSTRUCTIONS AND
THE MARK MORPHISM
Let G and k be given as in Section 1. We are going to define two
functors
yq: k]Con G ª k]Mack G .  .
and
y : k]Res G ª k]Mack G .  .q
together with a natural transformation
r A : A ª Aqq
 .for every A g k]Res G . These constructions generalize well-known fea-
tures of the Burnside ring. It will be obvious from the constructions that
G
qk ( k m V G and k G ( k , .  . q  /
HFG
where G acts by permuting the components in the last product according
to the conjugation action on the subgroups H F G, and that under these
Zidentifications the map r is just the classical mark homomorphism
G
G
H< <w xr : V G ª Z , S ¬ S . .  . HF GG  /
HFG
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The functor yq is part of Thevenaz's definition of the twin functor of aÂ
 w x.Mackey functor cf. 28, Sect. 4 . The functor y was considered inq
w x w xspecial cases by Deligne in 13 and also by Dress in 14 .
 .  q q q q.  .2.1. For X g k]Con G we define X , c , res , ind g k]Mack G
by
H
qX H [ X K .  . /
KFH
 .for H F G, where h g H acts on  X K by the conjugation mapsK F H
 .c . Each g g G induces for H F G a maph, K K F H
H gH
gqc [ c : X K ª X K . .  .  g , H g , K  /  /
KFH KFH KFH
For K F H F G we define
H K
qHres : X L ª X L .  . K  /  /
LFH LFK
as the obvious projection map, and
K H
qH qind [ c : X L ª X L .  .  K h , K  /  /
LFK LFHhgHrK
as the relative norm map, where we view the image of cq as contained inh, K
 . X L filling up the additional components with zeros.LF H
 .For a morphism f : X ª Y in k]Con G we define
H H
qf [ f : X K ª Y K .  .  H K  /  /
KFH KFH KFH
for H F G. It is a straightforward verification to show that yq is a functor
 .  .from k]Con G to k]Mack G and that the same definitions yield a
q  .  .functor y : k]Con G ª k]Mack G .alg alg
 .  .  .2.2. For A, c, res g k]Res G we define A , c , res , ind gq q q q
 .k]Mack G as follows. For H F G let
A H [ A K , .  .[q  /
KFH H
 .where we view [ A K as a kH-module via the sum of the conjuga-K F H
 . h .tion maps c : A K ª A K , h g H, and where for a kH-module Mh, K
the k-module M of coinvariants is defined as MrN, N being theH
smallest KH-submodule such that H acts trivially on MrN, i.e., N s
 .  .I kH M, where I kH is the augmentation ideal of kH. We will abbrevi-
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 .  . w xate the image of a g A K , K F H, in A H by K, a . Thus, if R isq H H
a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of subgroups of H, we
 .can write each element x g A H asq
w xx s K , a K H
KgRH
 .for certain elements a g A K , K g R , withK H
w x w X xK , a s K , a K KH H
KgR KgRH H
X  .  .for elements a g A K , K g R , if and only if there exist n g N KK H K H
nK  X .for each K g R with a s a .H K K
For K F H F G and g g G we define maps
g Hg g gw x w xc : A H ª A H , U, a ¬ U, a , .  . Hqg , H q q
res H : A H ª A K , .  .qK q q
hh hUw x hU, a ¬ K l U, res a , .H K l U K
hgK_HrU
H w x w xind : A K ª A H , V , b ¬ V , b , .  . K HqK q q
 .  .where U F H, V F K, a g A U , and b g A V .
 .For a morphism f : A ª B in k]Res G and H F G we set
w xf : A H ª B H , K , a ¬ K , f a , .  .  .HqH q q K H
 .where K F H and a g A K . Then again, straightforward calculations
 .  .show that y is a functor from k]Res G to k]Mack G , and that theq
 .  .same definitions yield a functor y : k]Res G ª k]Mack G , whereq alg alg
 .  .the k-algebra structure on A H for A g k]Res G and H F G isq alg
defined by
hh hU Vw x w x h hU, a ? V , b [ U l V , res a ? res b , .  .H H U l V U l V H
hgU_HrV
 .  .  .where U, V F H, a g A U , and b g A V . If each A H , H F G, is com-
 .mutative, so is each A H .q
 .   ..For A g k]Res G resp. A g k]Res G and H F G we define thealg
map
A w xi : A H ª A H , a ¬ H , a .  . HH q
 . Awhich is injective by Axiom C1 . This defines a morphism i : A ª A ofq
 .k-restriction functors resp. k-algebra restriction functors on G, which is
functorial in A.
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 .  .Note that if A g k]Res G is commutative then A H is analg q
 . AA H -algebra via i . If A is not commutative, this map is still a unitary
 .  .ring homomorphism providing A H with an A H -module structure:q
w x w H  . x  .  .a ? K, b s K, res a b , for a g A H , b g A K , K F H F G.H K H
 .2.3. For A g k]Res G and H F G we define
a, if K s H ,A w xp : A H ª A H , K , a ¬ .  . HH q  0, if K - H .
 . A ABy Axiom C1 , p is well-defined, and it is clear that p : A ª A is aH q
A  .  .morphism of k-conjugation functors on G. Since p : A H ª A H isH q
H   .. Asurjective with kernel  ind A K for H F G, we call p theK - H qK q
Brauer morphism in analogy of the Brauer map in modular representation
w x  .theory, cf. 12, Sect. 58A; 28, p. 29 . Moreover, for H F G and x g A Hq
A .  .we call p x g A H the residue of x, a notion introduced and studiedH
w x w xby Puig in 20 and by Thevenaz in 28 .Â
Next, for H F G, we define
H
A A qHr [ p (res : A H ª A H s A K . .  .  . . H K qK qKFH  /
KFH
Again by routine calculations one can show that r A: A ª Aq is aq
 .  .morphism in k]Mack G which is natural in A g k]Res G . If A g
 . A  . Ak]Res G , then p : A ª A is in k]Con G , and therefore, r :alg q alg
q  .A ª A is a morphism in k]Mack G .q alg
As the following proposition shows, for each H F G, the map
s A : Aq H ª A H , .  .H q
2.3a .K< <a ¬ L m L, K L, res a , .  .  .K L KKFH H
LFKFH
A  .is almost inverse to r , where m L, K denotes the Mobius function ofÈH
 . w xthe poset of subgroups of H evaluated at L, K , cf. 21 for generalities
on Mobius functions.È
 .2.4. PROPOSITION. For A g k]Res G and H F G one has
A A < < A A < < qs ( r s H ? id and r (s s H ? id .H H A H . H H A H .q
In particular, the kernels and cokernels of r A and s A are annihilated byH H
< <  . < < A < <H . If A H has tri¨ ial H -torsion, then r is injecti¨ e, and if H isq H
in¨ertible in k, then r A is an isomorphism.H
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 .Proof. For U F H and a g A U we have
A w x A H w xr U, a s p (res U, a .  . . .H HH K qK KFH
hh hA U
hs p K l U, res a .  /K K l U K /
hgK_HrU KFH
s reshU ha , . K /hgHrU
h KFHKF U
since for K F H the relation K FhU implies KhU s hU. Applying s A toH
this family we obtain
h hA A U< <w xs ( r U, a s L m L, K L, res a .  . . .  HH H L H
LFKFH hgHrU
hKF U
1 h hU< <s m L, K L L, res a . .  .  L H< <U hhgH LFKF U
Considering for h g H the map
hh hU< < 4f : L F U ª A H , L ¬ L L, res a , .  .q L H
 wthe inner sum collapses by Mobius inversion cf. 21, Sect. 3, Proposi-È
x. < h <wh h x < <w xtion 2 to the element U U, a s U U, a which yieldsH H
1
A A < < < <w x w x w xs ( r U, a s U U, a s H U, a . . . H H HH H < <U hgH
 . q .Conversely, let a g A H . Then the U-component, U F H, ofK K F H
 A A. . . q .the element r (s a g A H is given byH H K K F H
p A (res H (s A a . . .U qU H K KFH
A KH< <s L m L, K p res L, res a .  . .  /U qU L K H
LFKFH
< <
h L h Ks L m L, K res res a .  . . .  U L K
LFKFH hgHrL
hUF L
s m L, K resh K h a .  . .  U K
LFKFH hgH
hUF L
s m L, K resh K h a . .  . .  U K
hhgH U FLFKFH
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Considering for each h g H the map
 h 4 h K hf : U F K F H ª A U , K ¬ res a , .  .U K
 wthe inner sum collapses by Mobius inversion cf. 21, Sect. 3, Proposi-È
x. h htion 2 to a s a , and we haveU . U
A H A < <p (res (s a s a s H a , . . . U qU H K U UKFH
hgH
which completes the proof of the proposition.
2.5. Remark. Note that the above proposition reproves the explicit
w x G.  .formula of Gluck, cf. 16, 32 , for the idempotents e g Q m V G ,H
  . < < . G.H F G and also in k m V G , if G is invertible in G , where e sH
y1 . .r a with a s 1 if K s H, and a s 0 otherwise:G K K F G K G K
1
G. < < w xe s L m L, H GrL . 2.5a .  .H N H .G LFH
3. THE DEFINITION OF A CANONICAL
INDUCTION FORMULA
Throughout this section let k be a commutative ring, G a finite group,
M a k-Mackey functor on G, and A : M a k-restriction subfunctor of M,
 .  .i.e., A H : M H , H F G, are k-submodules and stable under the
conjugation and restriction maps of M.
3.1. For H F G we define
M , A w x Hb : A H ª M H , K , a ¬ ind a , .  .  .HH q K
 . M , Awhere K F H and a g A K . It is easy to see that b : A ª M is aq
morphism of k-Mackey functors on G, which we will call the induction
morphism of M from A. If M is a k-Green functor and A : M a
k-algebra restriction subfunctor, then b M , A is a morphism of k-Green
functors on G.
3.2. REMARK AND EXAMPLE. Let k s Z, M s R the character ring
ab  .Green functor, and A s R as in Example 1.8 a . By Brauer's induction
 w x. R , Rab abtheorem cf. 22, Theoreme 20 , the induction morphism b : R ª RÂ Á q
 .is surjective. For fixed H F G and x g R H , the ``different ways'' of
writing x as a Z-linear combination of induced linear characters corre-
 .spond bijectively to the set of elements in A H that are mapped to xq
under b R , R
ab
, provided that one agrees to identify two such liner combina-H
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H  .tions, if one arises from the other by replacing summands ind c byK
H h Ã .hconjugate summands ind c for K F H, c g K, and h g H.K
 .Now we fix H F G. If we want to specify for each x g R H a preferred
way of writing x as a Z-linear combination of induced linear characters,
 . ab . R , Rabthis amounts to choosing a map a : R H ª R H such that b (H q H
a s id . Of course there are many different possible choices for a inH RH . H
general.
Next we consider all subgroups H F G simultaneously. Knowing that
Rab and R are Mackey functors on G and that b R , R
ab
is a morphism ofq
Mackey functors, it is just natural to require that a: R ª Rab be also aq
morphism of Mackey functors. However, there is no family of maps a :H
 . ab .R H ª R H , H F G, commuting with induction maps and satisfyingq
R , Rab  .b ( a s id for all H F G. In fact, if we assume that a isH H RH . H H F G
 w x.such a family, then Artin's induction theorem cf. 12, 15.4 , namely
< < HH ? R H : ind R K .  . . K
KFH
K cyclic
for H F G implies that
< < H abH ? a R H : ind R K .  . .  .H qK q
KFH
K cyclic
for H F G. Recalling the definition of ind H for K F H F G from Sub-qK
< <   ..section 2.2 we observe from this inclusion that H ? a R H is containedH
w xin the Z-span of the elements K, c , where K F H is a cyclic group andH
Ã ab . c g K. Since these elements are part of a Z-basis of R G as we will seeq
.   ..in Lemma 7.2 , also a R H must be contained in this span. But thenH
b R , R
ab( a s id impliesH H RH .
R H s indH R K .  . . K
KFH
K cyclic
which is certainly not true for arbitrary finite groups H. The best we can
hope for in this example is a morphism a: R ª Rab of Z-restrictionq
functors on G with b R , R
ab( a s id . Such a morphism was constructedR
w xin 2 .
The above considerations motivate the following definition.
3.3. DEFINITION. A canonical induction formula for M from A is a
 . . M , Amorphism a g k]Res G M, A with b ( a s id .q M
3.4. Remark. As examples we will introduce in this paper canonical
ab  w x.induction formulae for R from R as already done in 2 , for R fromF
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Rab, for L from Lab, for T from T ab, and for P from P ab, the notationF O O O O O O
being the one introduced in Example 1.8.
w xNote that our notation is different from the one in 2 . What we denote
ab .  .here by R G was denoted there by R G , which in view of Subsectionq q
2.2 has a different meaning here.
4. AN APPLICATION: EXTENDING MORPHISMS
In this section we will indicate how to use canonical induction formulae
in order to extend certain morphisms. In subsequent papers we will apply
this to construct Adams operations and Chern classes on various represen-
tation rings.
4.1. Throughout this section we assume that k is a commutative ring
and G is a finite group. We fix a k-restriction functor M on G not
.necessarily a Mackey functor and a k-restriction subfunctor A : M.
 . .Furthermore we assume that there is a morphism a g k]Res G M, Aq
 . w x  .such that a w s H, w for all H F G and w g A H , a conditionH
which will be satisfied in all the examples of canonical induction formulae
considered in this paper, namely for M and A as listed in Remark 3.4, cf.
Proposition 6.12.
4.2. DEFINITION. For M, A, and a: M ª A as in Subsection 4.1 andq
 .for any N g k]Mack G , we define a k-linear map
M , A <F : k]Res G M , N ª k]Res G A , N , F ¬ F , .  .  .  . AN
by restricting a morphism on M to one on A. More interestingly, in the
other direction, we define a k-linear map
SM , A , a : k]Res G A , N ª k]Res G M , N , f ¬ b N , N( f ( a, .  .  .  .N q
M , A, a .  . .and call S f the canonical extension of f g k]Res G A, N withN
respect to a.
This terminology is justified by the following theorem.
4.3. THEOREM. Let M, A, and a: M ª A be as in Subsection 4.1, andq
 . M , A M , A, alet N g k]Mack G . Then F (S s id. In particular, the mapN N
F M , A is surjecti¨ e, i.e., each morphism f : A ª N of k-restriction functors onN
G can be extended to a morphism F: M ª N of restriction functors on G.
 N, N . .  .Proof. We have to show that b ( f ( a w s f w for allH qH H H
 . .  .  . w xf g k]Res G A, N , H F G, and w g A H . Since a w s H, w , weH H
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obtain
N , N N , N N , Nw xb ( f ( a w s b f H , w s b H , f w .  . . .  . . HH qH H H qH H H H
s indH f w s f w , .  . .H H H
which completes the proof.
The following theorem describes a situation where F M , A and SM , A, aN N
are inverse isomorphisms, in particular where the canonical extension map
SM , A, a does not depend on a.N
4.4. THEOREM. Let M, A, and a: M ª A be as in Subsection 4.1, andq
 .  .  .  .let N g k]Mack G be such that A H s M H for all H g C N . Then
F M , A and SM , A, a are in¨erse isomorphisms.N N
Proof. It suffices to show that SM , A, a(F M , A s id, i.e., b N , N(N N H
 < .  . .F ( a s F for all F g k]Res G M, N and H F G. By the lastA qH H H
 .property of C N mentioned in Subsection 1.7, it is enough to show that
res H ( b N , N( f ( a s res H ( FK H qH H K H
 . <for all K F H with K g C N , where f [ F . Since b, f , a, and FA q
commute with restrictions, it suffices to show b N, N( f ( a s F for allK qK K K
 .  .  .  .K g C N . But for K g C N we have A K s M K , hence
 N , N . .  .  .  .b ( f ( a w s f w s F w for all w g M K as in the proof ofK qK K K K
Theorem 4.3.
5. ADJUNCTIONS
Throughout this section let k be a commutative ring and G a finite
group. We will try to obtain an overview of the set of morphisms a:
M ª A of k-restriction functors on G in the situation of Definition 3.3.q
 .5.1. For A g k]Res G and H F G we recall the map
A w xi : A H ª A H , a ¬ H , a , .  . HH q
 .from Subsection 2.2, which is induced by the inclusion A H ª
 . A A[ A K . Note that p ( i s id .AK F H
 .For X g k]Con G and H F G we set
v X : Xq H ª X H , x ¬ x , .  .  .H K HKFH
X  .  . Xi.e., v is induced by the projection  X K ª X H . Then v :H K F H
Xqª X is a morphism of k-conjugation functors on G, even of k-algebra
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 . Xconjugation functors, if X g k]Con G . Moreover, v is functorialalg
in X.
 .A statement similar to part i of the following proposition can be found
w xin 7, Lemme 2.10 .
 .  .  .5.2. PROPOSITION. i The forgetful functor k]Mack G ª k]Res G
 .  .is right adjoint to y : k]Res G ª k]Mack G . More precisely, for A gq
 .  .k]Res G and M g k]Mack G one has k-linear in¨erse isomorphisms
k : k]Mack G A , M ª k]Res G A , M .  .  .  .A , M q
f ¬ f ( i A .  .H H HHFG HFG
H 6w xK , a ¬ ind g a g .  . . .H K K H HFGHFG
which are natural in A and M. The same maps yield in¨erse natural bijections
 . .  . .between k]Mack G A , M and k]Res G A, M , if A galg q alg
 .  .k]Res G and M g k]Mack G .alg alg
 .  .  .ii The forgetful functor k]Res G ª k]Con G is left adjoint to the
 .  .  . qcomposition k]Con G ª k]Mack G ª k]Res G of y with the forget-
 .  .ful functor of part i . More precisely, for B g k]Res G and X g
 .k]Con G one has k-linear in¨erse isomorphisms
l : k]Res G B , Xq ª k]Con G B , X .  .  .  .B , X
r ¬ v X ( r .  .H H HHFG HFG
H 6b ¬ p res b p .  . . . .K K H HFGKFH HFG
which are natural in B and X. The same maps yield in¨erse natural bijections
 . q.  . .  .between k]Res G B, X and k]Con G B, X , if B g k]Res Galg alg alg
 .and X g k]Con G .alg
Proof. All assertions are immediate consequences of the very defini-
tions of the categories and functors involved.
5.3. Our incentive from Section 3 is to obtain an overview of the
 . .  .morphisms in k]Res G M, A for M g k]Mack G and A : M a k-q
 .restriction subfunctor. More generally, for arbitrary M, A g k]Res G , we
can now define a map
Q : k]Res G M , A ª k]Res G M , Aq .  .  .  .M , A q
lM , Aª k]Con G M , A , .  .
where the first map in this definition is composition which r A. Since
A A A  . A  . .v ( r s p , we have Q a s p ( a for a g k]Res G M, A ,M , A q
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 .and we call p [ Q a the residue of a. For H F G we can recover aM , A H
< <from p up to H -torsion by
K H< < < <H a m s L m L, K L, res p res m , 5.3a .  .  .  . . .H L K K H
LFKFH
 .for m g M H . In fact, we just apply the inverse of l to p andM , A
y1  . A A A A < <compose l p s r ( a with s , using s ( r s H id fromM , A H H H H H H A H .q
Proposition 2.4.
 .  . .5.4. COROLLARY. Let M, A g k]Res G , a g k]Res G M, A , andq
 . A  . .let p [ Q a s p ( a g k]Con G M, A be the residue of a.M , A
 .i For each H F G the diagram
aH 6
M H A H 5.4a .  .  .q
6
A A HH  .r s p (resp (res . H K q K F HK K KFH K6
qA H .
is commutati¨ e.
 .  . < <ii If A H has tri¨ ial H -torsion for all H F G, then Q isq M , A
injecti¨ e.
 . < <iii If G is in¨ertible in k, then Q is an isomorphism.M , A
 .  . Aiv Assume that M, A g k]Res G and that r is injecti¨ e. Thenalg
 . .  . .a g k]Res G M, A , if and only if p g k]Con G M, A .alg q alg
 . A H AProof. i For K F H F G we have p (res ( a s p ( a (K q H K KK
res H s p (res H.K K K
 .  .ii This is immediate from Eq. 5.3a .
 . < < Aiii If G is invertible in k, then r is an isomorphism by Proposi-
tion 2.4, and hence Q is an isomorphism by definition.M, A
 .  . . A  .iv If a g k]Res G M, A , then p s p ( a g k]Con G ?alg q alg
 . A  . .M, A , since p g k]Con G A , A , cf. Subsection 2.3. Now letalg q
 . . Ap g k]Con G M, A . Since r is an injective morphism of k-algebraalg
A  . q.restriction functors, it suffices to show that r ( a g k]Res G M, A .alg
 .But this follows immediately from the commutativity of Diagram 5.4a ,
since res H , K F H F G, are k-algebra homomorphisms and since theK
q .k-algebra structure of A H is defined componentwise.
 .  .5.5. DEFINITION. Let M, A g k]Res G and assume that A H hasq
< <trivial H -torsion for each H F G. Then
Q : k]Res G M , A ª k]Con G M , A , a ¬ p A ( a, .  .  .  .M , A q
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 .  .is injective by Corollary 5.4 ii and for each p g im Q we defineM , A
aM , A , p g k]Res G M , A .  .q
as the unique preimage of p under Q .M , A
6. INVERTIBLE GROUP ORDER
Throughout this section let G be a finite group and k a commutative
< <ring such that G is in¨ertible in k.
6.1. Our aim is to find canonical induction formulae a g
 . .  .k]Res G M, A for given M g k]Mack G and given k-restriction sub-q
 .functor A : M. By Corollary 5.4 iii we have an isomorphism
Q : k]Res G M , A ª k]Con G M , A , a ¬ p A ( a. .  .  .  .M , A q
 . . M , A, p y1  .For p g k]Con G M, A and a [ Q p , as defined in Defini-M , A
 .tion 5.5, we observe from Equation 5.3a the explicit formula
1
M , A , p K H< <a m s L m L, K L, res p res m , .  .  . . .H L K K H< <H LFKFH
6.1a .
 .  .for all H F G and m g M H , and from Corollary 5.4 i the commutativ-
ity of the diagram
aM , A , pH 6
M H A H 6.1b .  .  .q
6
A A H .r s p (resH H K qK K F Hp (res .K K KFH 6
qA H .
for all H F G, where r A is an isomorphism by Proposition 2.4.H
 . .In a first step we will determine those p g k]Con G M, A which
correspond under Q to canonical induction formulae, i.e., which satisfyM , A
b M , A ( aM , A, p s id . Before we will do this we have to state a result aboutM
a natural decomposition of a Mackey functor in the invertible group order
w xcase, parts of which can be found in 15, Theorem 2; 32, Theorem 4.19 .
For the notation of the following proposition we refer to Remark 2.5,
 .Proposition 1.5 i , and to Subsections 1.6 and 1.7.
 .   ..6.2. PROPOSITION. Let M g k]Mack G resp. M g k]Mack G .alg
 .For each H F G we ha¨e a decomposition into k-submodules resp. ideals
M H s eH . ? M H [ 1 y eH . ? M H 6.2a .  .  .  . .H H
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and the summands are gi¨ en by
eH . ? M H s K M H and 1 y eH . ? M H s I M H . .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
6.2b .
In particular, M decomposes as a k-conjugation functor resp. k-algebra
.  .  .   .  ..conjugation functor as M s K M [ I M resp. M s K M = I M ,
 .  .and C M s P M .
 .Moreo¨er, for an inclusion M : N of k-Green functors we ha¨e C M s
 .C N .
< < H .  .Proof. Since G is invertible in k we have e g k m V H by Re-H
 .  .mark 2.5. Since the pairing k m V m M ª M of Proposition 1.5 ik
 .  .provides M H with the structure of a k m V H -module, we clearly have
 .a decomposition as in 6.2a .
For the proof of the remaining equations we first claim that for
H H . k .K - H F G we have res e s 0. In fact, since r is an isomorphismK H
k H H . q  ..  .by Proposition 2.4, it suffices to show that r res e s 0 in k K .K K H
k H .But r commutes with restrictions, and the definition of e in RemarkH
q .2.5 together with the definition of restriction on k H proves the claim.
H  H .  .. H  H .. H   ..Using this we have res e ? M H s res e ? res M H s 0K H K H K
 .for all K - H F G. Conversely, the explicit formula 2.5a yields
1
H . < < w x1 y e s y K m K , H HrK , 6.2c .  .H < <H K-H
 .and the definition of the pairing k m V m M ª M shows thatk
 . .  H  .  .. H .K M H s F ker res : M H ª M K is annihilated by 1 y e ,K - H K H
H .  .  .and hence contained in e ? M H . This proves the first part of 6.2b .H
 .  .Again the definition of the pairing k m V m M ª M and Eq. 6.2ck
 H ..  .  . .imply 1 y e ? M H : I M H . For the opposite inclusion it sufficesH
H . H   ..to show that e ? ind M K s 0 for K - H. But this is immediateH K
 .from the Frobenius axioms P3 in Definition 1.4 and the claim above.
If M : N is an inclusion of k-Green functors, then we have
H g C M m K M H / 0 m eH . ? M H / 0 m eH . ? 1 / 0, .  .  .  .H H M H .
 .  .and similar for N. Since 1 s 1 , this shows C M s C N .M H . NH .
 .  .6.3. COROLLARY. Let M g k]Mack G , H F G, and m g M H . Then
H . H  .m s 0, if and only if e ? m s 0 and res m s 0 for all K - H.H K
H  .Proof. The condition res m s 0 for all K - H is equivalent toK
 . . H .m g K M H , hence, by proposition 6.2, also to m s e ? m, and theH
result follows.
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 .6.4. PROPOSITION. Let M g k]Mack G , A : M, a k-restriction sub-
 . . M , A, pfunctor, p g k]Con G M, A , and a the corresponding morphism in
 . .k]Res G M, A , cf. Definition 5.5. Then the following are equi¨ alent:q
 . M , A, pi The morphism a is a canonical induction formula, i.e.,
b M , A ( aM , A, p s id .M
 .  . H .   . .ii For all H F G and m g M H one has e ? p m y m s 0,H H
 . H   ..i.e., p m y m g  ind M K by Proposition 6.2.H K - H K
M , A, p  .Proof. We set a [ a . From Equation 6.1a we obtain
eH . ? b M , A a m . .H H H
1
H . H K H< <s e L m L, K ind (res ( p (res m .  . .H L L K K< <H LFKFH
s eH . ? p m , 6.4a .  .H H
 . H .for H F G and m g M H , since e annihilates all summands withH
L - H by Proposition 6.2.
 .If a is a canonical induction formula for M from A, then Eq. 6.4a
H . H .  .shows that e ? m s e ? p m .H H H
H . H .  .  .Conversely, if e ? m s e ? p m for all H F G and m g M H ,H H H
then by Corollary 6.3 it suffices to show that
eH . ? b M , A a m s eH . ? m and . .H H H H
res H b M , A a m s res H m .  . . .K H H K
 .for all K - H F G and m g M H . Under our assumption, the first
 .equation is just a restatement of Eq. 6.4a , and therefore holds. The
< < M , Asecond equation follows by induction on H . In fact, since b and a
 M , A . .commute with restrictions, it suffices to show that b ( a m9 s m9K K
 .for all m9 g M K , K - H. But this follows from the first equation and
the induction hypothesis on the second one.
6.5. COROLLARY. Let M and A be as in the abo¨e proposition. If there
H .  .  .exists a canonical induction formula for M from A, then e ? M H : A HH
for all H F G.
6.6. COROLLARY. Let M, A, and p be as in Proposition 6.4 and assume
 .  .  . M , A, pthat A H s M H and p s id for all H g C M . Then a is aH M H .
canonical induction formula for M from A.
 .Proof. Condition ii in Proposition 6.4 is obviously satisfied for H g
 .  .C M , since under our assumption p m y m s 0, and also generallyH
 . H .  .  .for H f C M , since e ? M H s 0 for H f C M by Proposition 6.2.H
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Assuming the notation of Subsection 6.1, we next determine those
 . . M , A , pp g k]Con G M, A whose corresponding morphism a g
 . .k]Res G M, A is even a morphism of Mackey functors.q
 .6.7. PROPOSITION. Let M g k]Mack G , A : M a k-restriction subfunc-
 . . A M , A, ptor, a g k]Res G M, A , and p [ p ( a, i.e., a s a . Then theq
following are equi¨ alent:
 .  . .i a g k]Mack G M, A .q
 .  H   ...ii p ind M K s 0 for all K - H F G.H K
 .  H ..  ..iii p 1 y e ? M H s 0 for all H F G.H H
 .  .Proof. Statements ii and iii are equivalent by Proposition 6.2. We
 .  . Ashow that i and ii are equivalent, just assuming that r is injective
< <which is of course satisfied if G is invertible in k by Proposition 2.4. By
definition, a is a morphism of Mackey functors, if and only if
ind H ( a s a (indH : M K ª A H .  .qK K H K q
for all K F H F G. Since r A is injective, this is equivalent toH
p A (res H (ind H ( a s p A (res H ( a (indH : M K ª A U .  .U qU qK K U qU H K
for all H F G and U, K F H. We transform the left hand side by using the
Mackey axiom and commutativity of a with restrictions and conjugations,
and we transform the right hand side by using the commutativity of a with
restrictions, the Mackey axiom, and the relation p s p A ( a to obtainU U U
the equivalent condition
p A (ind hU ( a h (res hh K (c U qU l K U l K U l K h , K
hgU_HrK
s p (indU h (res hh K (c : M K ª A U .  . U U l K U l K h , K
hgU_HrK
for all H F G and K, U F H. Since p A (ind U h s 0 unless U FhK,U qU l K
this is equivalent to
p (resh K (c s p (indU h (res hh K (c U U h , K U U l K U l K h , K
hgU_HrK hgU_HrK
hUF K
6.7a .
for all H F G and U, K F H.
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 . HNow Eq. 6.7a implies 0 s p (ind for K - H F G by choosingH K
H  .U s H. Conversely, if p (ind s 0 for all K - H F G, then Eq. 6.7aH K
holds, since the right hand side reduces to the left hand side.
 .6.8. COROLLARY. Let M g k]Mack G , A : M a k-restriction subfunc-
 . . M , A, ptor, and p g k]Con G M, A . Then a is a canonical induction for-
mula and a morphism of k-Mackey functors on G if and only if
id y p M H : 1 y eH . ? M H : ker p .  .  . . .  .M H . H H H
for all H F G.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 6.4 and Proposition 6.7.
6.9. EXAMPLE. For each k-Mackey functor M on G there is a canoni-
 .cal induction formula for M of a minimal type cf. Corollary 6.5 , namely
 . H .  .  .from A with A H [ e ? M H , H F G, and associated to p : M HH H
 . H .ª A H , m ¬ e ? m, H F G. In fact, this choice of p satisfies theH
M , A, p  .condition in Corollary 6.8, hence a g k]Mack G . From Equation
 .6.1a we have the explicit formula
1
M , A , p K . H< <a m s K K , e ? res m , .  .H K K H< <H KFH
 .KgC M
 . K K . for H F G and m g M H , since res is trivial on e for L - K asL K
. K .  .  .shown in the proof of Proposition 6.2 and e ? M K s 0 for K f C M .K
M , A K .  .Moreover, applying b and expanding e as in Eq. 2.5a we obtainK
1
H H< <m s L m L, K ind res m 6.9a .  .  . . L L< <H LFKFH
 .KgC M
 .  w xfor m g M H , H F G. This generalizes Brauer's explicit version cf. 9
w x.or 11, 15.4 of Artin's induction theorem for the character ring tensored
 .with Q, where C M consists of the set of cyclic subgroups of G, and also
an explicit version of Conlon's induction theorem for the Green ring and
 .various subrings tensored with Q, where C M consists of the set of
 w x.l-hypo-elementary subgroups of G cf. 29, Theorem D9; 12, 81.31 .
 .  .Recall from Subsection 2.2 that for A g k]Res G the ring A H isalg q
 .a natural A H -module for all H F G.
 .6.10. PROPOSITION. Let M g k]Mack G , A : M a k-algebra restric-alg
 . . M , A, p  .tion subfunctor, and p g k]Con G M, A . Then the maps a : M HH
 .   . .ª A H are k-algebra resp. A H -module homomorphisms for all H Fq
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 .  .   .G, if and only if the maps p : M H ª A H are k-algebra resp. A H -H
.module homomorphisms for all H F G.
Proof. The statement about the k-algebra structure follows immedi-
 .ately from Corollary 5.4 iv .
M , A, p  .We set a [ a . The maps a , H F G, are A H -linear, if and onlyH
 . w x  .  .if a b ? m s H, b for all b g A H and m g M H . By theH H?a m.H A  A . .injectivity and multiplicativity of r this is equivalent to r ( a b ? mH H
Aw x . A  .. A  A H .s r H, b ? r a m . Since r s p (res , since a com-H H H H H K qK K F H
A H  .mutes with restrictions, since p ( a s p , and since res : M H ªK K K K
 .M K is multiplicative for K F H F G, this is equivalent to
p res H b ? res H m s res H b ? p res H m .  .  .  . .  .K K K K K K
 .  .for all K F H F G, m g M H , and b g A H . This in turn is equivalent
 .to p being A H -linear for all H F G.H
 .6.11. PROPOSITION. Let M, M9 g k]Mack G , A : M, and A9 : M9
be k-restriction subfunctors, p: M ª A and p9: M9 ª A9 be morphisms of
k-conjugation functors on G, and let f : M ª M9 be a morphism of k-restric-
 .tion functors with f A : A9. Then the diagram
aM, A , p 6M Aq
6 6
ff q
M 9, A9, p9a X6M9 Aq
is commutati¨ e, if and only if the diagram
p 6
M A
6 6
f f
p9 6
M9 A9
is commutati¨ e.
Proof. We write a and a9 for aM , A, p and aM 9, A9, p9, respectively. If the
first diagram commutes we compose it with p A9: AX ª A9 and obtainq
p A9( f ( a s p A9( a9( f. Since p A9 is natural in A9, we have p A9( f sq q
f (p A, and we also have p A ( a s p and p A9( a9 s p9, showing that
f ( p s p9( f.
Now we assume that f ( p s p9( f : M ª A9. By Proposition 2.4, r A9 is
injective, and for the commutativity of the first diagram it suffices to show
that
p A9(res H ( f ( a s p A9(res H ( aX ( fK qK qH H K qK H H
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for all K F H F G. Now the left hand side is equal to
p A9( f ( a (res H s f (p A ( a (res H s f ( p (res HK qK K K K K K K K K K
and the right hand side equals
p A9( aX ( f (res H s pX ( f (res H ,K K K K K K K
and the result follows.
 .6.12. PROPOSITION. Let M g k]Mack G , A : M be a k-restriction sub-
 . .  .functor, p g k]Con G M, A , H F G, and m g M H such that
res H p m s p res H m 6.12a .  .  . .  .K H K K
M , A, p . w  .xfor all K F H. Then a m s H, p m . In particular this holds forH H H
 . <all m g A H and all H F G, if p s id for all H F G.AH .H AH .
 .Proof. In view of the explicit formula 6.1a we have to show that
H< < < <m L, K L L, res p m s H H , p m . .  .  . . L H H HH
LFKFH
But this follows by Mobius inversion of the function K ¬È
< <w H   ..x wK K, res p m on the poset of subgroups of H, cf. 21, Sect. 3,K H H
xProposition 2 .
6.13. EXAMPLE. We assume the notation of Example 1.8.
 .  . ab .  .a We define p g Z]Con G R, R for H F G and x g Irr G
by
x , if x 1 s 1, .
p x s .H  0, if x 1 ) 1. .
 . ab .Since R H s R H and p s id for all cyclic subgroups of G,H RH .
Corollary 6.5 implies that a s aQmR , QmRab , Qmp is a canonical induction
formula; but a is not a morphism of Mackey functors, since in general
 H  ..  .p ind x / 0 for K - H F G and x g R K , cf. Proposition 6.7 andH K
ab .Remark 3.2. Moreover, a is R H -linear, but not a ring homomor-H
 . w xphism, cf. Proposition 6.10. By Proposition 6.12, a w s H, w for allH H
ab .H F G and w g R H .
 .  . ab .b We define p g Z]Con G R , R for H F G and a simpleF F
FH-module V by
w xV , if dim V s 1, .Fw xp V s .H  0, if dim V ) 1. .F
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 . ab .Since R H s R H for all cyclic l9-subgroups H of G, Corollary 6.5F F
implies that a s aQmR F , QmR Fab , Qmp is a canonical induction formula. As in
 . ab .part a , a is not a morphism of Mackey functors, and a is R H -linearH F
w x. w w xxbut not a ring homomorphism for H F G. Note that a F s H, FH w w H
Ã .for all H F G and all w g H F by Proposition 6.12.
 .  . ab .c We define p g Z]Con G L , L for H F G and an indecom-O O
posable linear source FH-module V by
w xV , if rk V s 1,Ow xp V s .H  0, if rk V ) 1.O
  .. ab .   .. ab .  .Note that p T H : T H and p P H : P H . Since P HH O O H O O O
ab .s P H and p s id for all cyclic l9-subgroups of G, Corollary 6.5O H P H .O
implies that a s aQmPO , QmPOab , Qmp is a canonical induction formula. By the
results of this section we see that a is not a morphism of Mackey functors,
ab . but that a is P H -linear for all l9-subgroups H F G note thatH O
ab . < <. w x. w w xxP H s 0, if l divides H , and that a O s H, O for allO H w w H
Ã .l9-subgroups H F G and all w g H O .
In order to show that aQmL O , QmL O
ab , Qmp and aQmTO , QmTO
ab , Qmp are canon-
ical induction formulae we have to go deeper into modular representation
w x QmL O , QmL Oab , Qmptheory. This is done in 4 where we also show that a is
integral, i.e., maps L to Lab. Note that by Proposition 6.11 these threeO O
induction formulae are restrictions of one-another with respect to the
inclusions P : T : L and P ab : T ab : Lab , cf. also Lemma 7.2 andO O O Oq Oq Oq
Lemma 7.5.
7. CHANGE OF BASE RING AND STABLE BASIS
Throughout this section let k be a commutative ring and G a finite
group.
In the previous section we could give complete answers to some ques-
< <tions about canonical induction formulae in the situation where G is
 .invertible in the base ring k cf. Propositions 6.4, 6.7, 6.10, and 6.11 .
However, we are mainly interested in the base ring Z and therefore have
to study how these results over Q can be used for the base ring Z. More
generally we fix a homomorphism k ª k9 between commutative rings for
this section and study how the constructions A and Aq for A gq
 .k]Res G behave under this extension of base rings.
 .Moreover, in Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 5.4 ii we needed the hy-
 . < <pothesis that A H has trivial H -torsion for all H F G in order toq
obtain injectivity of r A and Q . First we will establish this situation.M , A
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 .7.1. DEFINITION. Let A g k]Res G . A stable k-basis of A is a family
  ..  .  .  .B s B H of subsets B H ; A H , H F G, such that B H is aH F G
 .   .. g .k-basis of A H for each H F G and c B H s B H , for all g g Gg , H
and H F G.
 .   ..7.2. LEMMA. Let A g k]Res G and let B s B H be a stableH F G
 .  .  .4k-basis of A. For each H F G the set M H [ K, b ¬ K F H, b g B K
is a left H-set ¨ia the conjugation maps and isomorphic to the disjoint union
 . w x  .D B K as an H-set. Moreo¨er, the elements K, b g A H , whereK F H H q
 .  .  .K, b runs through a set R H : M H of representati¨ es for the H-orbits of
 .  .M H , form a k-basis of A H .q
Proof. The first statement is obvious. For each H F G we have a
 .  .kH-isomorphism [ A H ( k M H and a decompositionK F H
k M H s k R H [ k b yhb ¬ b g R H , h g H . .  .  . 4
It is clear that the second summand on the right hand-side is just
 .  .I kH ? k M H , so that the composition
k R H : k M H ( A K ª A H .  .  .  .[ q
KFH
 .  .  .is an isomorphism of k-modules cf. Subsection 2.2 sending K, b g R H
w xto K, b .H
 .  .7.3. Remark. Note that in the Example 1.8 a ] e the k-restriction
functors Rab, Rab, Lab, T ab, and P ab have a stable basis, namely, respec-F O O O
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .  .tively, B H s H, H F , H O , H O , and H O if H is an l9-sub-p9
ab .group, B otherwise, for H F G. By Lemma 7.2, the groups R H ,q
ab  . ab  . ab  . ab  .R H , L H , T H , and P H are free abelian with basisFq Oq Oq Oq
w x  .  .K, w , K, w g H _ M H , for H F G.H
 .   ..7.4. For any X g k]Con G resp. X g k]Con G there is a cononi-alg
 . cal morphism i.e., natural in X of k9-Mackey functors resp. k9-Green
.functors ,
qqk9 m X ª k9 m X , .k k
 .  .which maps a m x to a m x for H F G, a g k9, x gk K K F H k K K F H K
 .X K , K F H. Moreover, there is a canonical morphism of k-Mackey
 . q q  .functors resp. k-Green functors on G, X ª k9 m X , mapping xk K K F H
 .  .to 1 m x for H F G, x g X K , K F H.k K K F H K
 .   ..For any A g k]Res G resp. A g k]Res G there is a canonicalalg
 . morphism i.e., natural in A of k9-Mackey functors resp. k9-Green
.functors ,
k9 m A ª k9 m A , .k q k q
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w x w xwhich maps a m K, a to K, a m a for H F G, a g k9, a gk H k H
 .A K , K F H. Moreover, there is a canonical morphism of k-Mackey
 .functors resp. k-Green functors , on G, A ª k9 m A , which mapsq k q
w x w x  .K, a to K, 1 m a for H F G, a g A K , K F H.H k H
 .It is easy to see that for A g k]Res G the diagram
6 6
A k9 m A k9 m A .q k q k q
6
7.4a .AA k9m Akk9m rr rk
66
qqq 66 k9 m Ak9 m AA  .kk
is commutative.
 .  .7.5. LEMMA. Let X g k]Con G and A g k]Res G .
 . qi If k9 is flat o¨er k, then the canonical morphism k9 m X ªk
 .qk9 m X is an isomorphism.k
 .  .ii The canonical morphism k9 m A ª k9 m A is always ank q k q
isomorphism.
 .  .iii If k9 and X H , H F G, are flat o¨er k and if k ª k9 is injecti¨ e,
then the canonical morphism Xqª k9 m Xq is injecti¨ e.k
 .  .iv If A H is flat o¨er k for all H F G and if k ª k9 is injecti¨ e,q
then the canonical morphism A ª k9 m A is injecti¨ e.q k q
 .Proof. i We show that if M is any kG-module, then the map
G  .Gk9 m M ª k9 m M , a m m ¬ a m m, where a g k9 and m gk k k k
M G, is an isomorphism. In fact, this map is the composition of the
following sequence of natural isomorphisms
k9 m M G ( Hom k9, k9 m Hom k , M .  .k k 9 k kG
( Hom k9 m k , k9 m M .k 9m kG k kk
G( Hom k9, k9 m M ( k9 m M , .  .k 9G k k
 . G  G.where we identify k9 with Hom k9, k9 and M with Hom k, M , kk 9 kG
being the trivial kG-module, and where the second canonical map is an
isomorphism, since k9 is flat over k and k is finitely presented as
 w  .x.kG-module cf. 19, Lemma I.4.1 b .
 .ii We show that, for any kG-module M, the map k9 m M ªk G
 .   . .  .  .  .k9 m M , a m m q I kG ? M ¬ a m m q I kG ? k9 m M ,k G k k k
where a g k9 and m g M, is an isomorphism. In fact, identifying M withG
 .k m M, k being the trivial kG-module, via a m m ¬ a m q I kG ? MkG kG
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for a g k9 and m g M, the above map is the composition of the following
sequence of isomorphisms
k9 m M ( k9 m k m M ( k9 m k9 m M ( k9 m M , .  .  .k G k kG k 9G k k G
 .where the middle isomorphism is given by a 9 m a m m ¬ a 9 mk kG k 9G
 .  .  .a m m with inverse a 9 m b9 m m ¬ a 9b9 m 1 m m for a gk k 9G k k kG
k, a 9, b9 g k9, and m g M.
 .iii This follows from the commutativity of the diagram
H H6
k m X K k9 m X K .  . k k /  /
KFH KFH
6 66 .  .k m X K k9 m X K , k k
KFH KFH
 .from the injectivity of the vertical maps since k9 is flat over k , and the
  . .injectivity of the lower horizontal map since  X K is flat over k .K F H
 .7.6. COROLLARY. Let A g k]Res G . If A has a stable basis, k9 is flat
o¨er k, and k ª k9 is injecti¨ e, then the left horizontal maps in Diagram
 .7.4a are injecti¨ e, the right horizontal maps are isomorphisms, and the
¨ertical morphisms are injecti¨ e.
Proof. The statement about the vertical morphisms follows from
Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 7.2 and the one about the horizontal mor-
phisms follows from Lemma 7.5 and Lemma 7.2.
8. THE STANDARD SITUATION
In the sequel we will often assume the following standard situation.
8.1. HYPOTHESIS. M is a Z-Mackey functor on a finite group G, A is a
 . .Z-restriction subfunctor of M on G, and p g Z]Con G M, A such that the
following conditions are satisfied:
 .  .i M H is a free abelian group for all H F G.
 .  .ii A has a stable basis B such that for all K F H F G and w g B H ,
H  .  .the element res w g A K is a linear combinationK
res H w s mH , w . ? c . K K , c .
 .cgB K
 . H , w .of the basis elements c g B K with non-negati¨ e coefficients m g N .K , c . 0
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8.2. Remark. We assume A : M, B, and p as in Hypothesis 8.1.
 .a Hypothesis 8.1 is clearly designed for the various representation
rings of G. Note that Example 6.13, namely Rab : R, Rab : R , Lab : L ,F F O O
T ab : T , and P ab : P , together with the respective morphism p and theO O O O
stable bases from Remark 7.3, satisfies this hypothesis.
 .b As a convention, the letters x , u , j , z will always denote
 .elements of M H , H F G, and w, c , l, m will always denote elements of
 .A H , H F G. This should help the reader to switch from the abstract
setting to the standard example Rab : R.
 .  .  .c We call a pair H, w with H F G and w g B H a monomial
 .pair. For H F G the set of monomial pairs K, c with K F H will be
 .  .denoted by M H , cf. the notation in Lemma 7.2. Note that M H is an
 .H-poset i.e., H acts via poset automorphisms by the definition
L, l F K , c :m L F K and mK , c . ) 0, .  . L , l.
h K , c [ hK , c c , .  . .h , K
 .  .  .for L, l , K, c g M H and h g H. Note that we need the non-negativ-
 .ity property in Hypothesis 8.1 ii to ensure that the relation F is transi-
 .  .  .  .tive. We write L, l s K, c if L, l and K, c lie in the sameH
 .  .H-orbit, and we denote by N K, c the stabilizer of K, c in H. TheH
 .  .posets M H , H F G, are subposets of M G and inherit the H-action
 .from M G .
 .d We recollect some results that hold in the situation of Hypo-
thesis 8.1.
 . w x 4For H F G, A H is a free Z-module with basis K, c , whereq H
 .  .K, c runs through a set of representatives of the H-orbits H _ M H ,
 .cf. Lemma 7.2. We identify this Z-basis of A H with the Q-basisq
 w x 4  . w x  .1 m K, c of Q m A H and write just K, c g Q m A H . WeH q H q
 . q  .qwill always identify Q m A with Q m A and Q m A with Q m Aq q
via the natural isomorphisms defined in Subsection 7.4, cf. Corollary 7.6.
Under these isomorphisms of Mackey functors, the structure morphisms
p Qm A and Q m p A are also identified, as well as the maps Q m r p :H
 . q . Qmp  .  .q .Q m M H ª Q m A H and r : Q m M H ª Q m A H ,H
p y1  .  H .  .where we set r [ l p s p (res , cf. Proposition 5.2 ii .H M , A H K K K F H
We will work with the Mackey functors Q m A and Q m Aq and denoteq
the corresponding structural maps again by c , res , ind , cq, resq, indq,q q q
p A, r A, r p, b M , A. Note that r A: A ª Aq is injective and r A: Q m Aq q
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ª Q m Aq is an isomorphism by Proposition 2.4. Under the above identi-
fications we obtain a commutative diagram
QQmM , Qm A 6 . .  . .Q]Res G Q m M, Q m A Q]Con G Q m M, Q m Aq
D D
QM, A 6 . .  . .Z]Res G M, A Z]Con G M, A ,q
where the vertical inclusions are described by extensions of scalars, and
 .Q and Q are the maps of taking residues cf. Subsection 5.3 .M , A Qmm , Qm A
 .  .By Proposition 5.4 ii and iii , Q is injective and Q is anM , A QmM , Qm A
isomorphism. The set of canonical induction formulae for M from A is a
 . .subset of Z]Res G M, A and can be identified via Q with a subsetq M , A
 . .of Z]Con G M, A . In the next section we will derive sufficient condi-
 . .tions for p g Z]Con G M, A to be the residue of a canonical induction
QmM , Qm A, Qmp .formulae for M from A, i.e., that a M : A , in which caseq
we call aQmM , Qm A, Qmp integral. Note that this is equivalent to the condi-
 .  .  . .tion p g im Q , i.e., p s Q a for a unique a g Z]Res G M, A ,M , A M , A q
namely a s aM , A, p with the notation of Definition 5.5.
 .  .e Now we assume the inegrality condition that p s Q a forM , A
M , A, p  . . QmM , Qm A, Qmpsome a s a g Z]Res G M, A . Then Q m a s aq
 .under the identifications of part d . Since we have the commutative
diagram
aM, A , p b M, A6 6M A Mq6 6p Ar r
qA
F F F F
qQ m A
Ap QmrQmr 6 6
6 6
Q m M Q m A Q m MqM , A , p M , AQma Qmb
with vertical inclusions, we know that a is an induction formula resp. a
morphism of Mackey functors, resp. a morphism of k-algebra restriction
 .functors, resp. A H -linear for all H F G, resp. commuting with a mor-
 .  .phism f g Z]Res G M, M9 with f A : A9 for some other M9, A9 satis-
.fying the standard hypothesis, cf. Proposition 6.11 if and only if
the Q-tensored statement holds for Q m a. Hence we can apply all the re-
sults developed in Section 6 to Q m a and obtain the desired information
about a.
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 . M , A, p QmM , Qm A, Qmpf From now on we will write a also for a . With
Proposition 6.4 we already have a nice criterion to decide whether aM , A, p:
Q m M ª Q m A is a canonical induction formula. What we don't haveq
so far are conditions on M, A, B, and p implying that aM , A, p is integral.
< <  .Note that there is the factor 1r H in 6.1a which makes this task difficult.
We will show in the next section that under suitable conditions one can get
< <rid of the denominator H . As a first step towards this result we have to
 .refine the summation in Equation 6.1a to an alternating sum by expand-
ing the Mobius coefficient and using the simplicial complex of chains ofÈ
 .the poset M G as index set for the summation.
8.3. We assume M, A, B, and p as in Hypothesis 8.1. For H F G and
 .x g M H we write
p x s m x ? w g A H .  .  .H w
 .wgB H
 .and call m x g Z the multiplicity of w in x . Note that these multipli-w
cities depend on p without being apparent from the notation. Note also
 H  .. H , w .  .  .that m res w s m for K F H, w g B H , and c g B K , ifc K K , c .
<p s id , but that in general this equality does not hold.AK .K AK .
 .We denote the set of strictly ascending chains s s H , w - ??? -0 0
 ..  .   .. < <H , w of elements in M H by D M H . We write s s n for then n
  ..   ..length of the above chain. Note that D M H is an H-set and D M H
  ..: D M G for all H F G. For s as above we define the multiplicity ms
of s by
m [ mH1 , w n. ??? mH n , w n. g N ,s H , w . H , w . 00 0 ny1 ny1
 .cf. Hypothesis 8.1 ii . This multiplicity does not depend on p.
8.4. LEMMA. Assuming Hypothesis 8.1 and the notation from Subsection
8.3, we ha¨e
aM , A , p x .H
1 n H< < w xs y 1 H m m res x H , w .  .  .0 s w H 0 0 Hn n< <H  .  ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w0 0 n n
  ..gD M H
8.4a .
 .for all H F G and x g M H .
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 .Proof. We expand the explicit formula 6.1a using
n
m L, K s y1 , .  .
LsH - ??? -H sK0 n
wthe sum running over all chains connecting L and K, cf. 21, Sect. 3,
xProposition 6 . This yields
aM , A , p x .H
1 n H Hn< <s y1 H H , res ( p (res x .  .  .0 0 H H H0 n n H< <H H - ??? -H FH0 n
1 n H H n< <s y1 H m res x H , res w .  .  .  .0 w H 0 H nn n 0 H< <H H - ??? -H FH0 n
 .w gB Hn n
 .for H F G and x g M H . For a fixed chain H - ??? - H of subgroups0 n
 .of H and w g B H we haven n
res H n w s res H1 ( ??? (res H n w .  . .H n H H n0 0 ny1
s mH n , wn. ? res H1 ( ??? (res H ny 1 w .  .H w . H H ny1ny 1 , ny1 0 ny2
 .w gB Hny1 ny1
...
s ??? mH n , wn. ??? mH1 , w1. ? w  H w . H , w . 0ny 1 , ny1 0 0
 .  .w gB H w gB H0 0 ny1 ny1
s m ? w , s 0
 .  ..   ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w gD M H0 0 n n
H i, w i.  .  .since m s 0 unless H , w - H , w by definition. Substi-H , w . iy1 iy1 i iiy1 iy1 H n .tuting this formula for res w into the last alternating sum we obtainH n0
the result.
9. AN INTEGRALITY THEOREM
In this section we are going to transform the alternating sum formula
 . M , A, p8.4a for a in order to derive an integrality criterion in Theorem 9.3.H
Throughout this section we assume A : M, B, and p: M ª A as in
Hypothesis 8.1 and use the associated multiplicities mH , w ., m , andK , c . s
 .  .  .  .  .  .m x for K, c , H, w g M G , x g M U , l g B U , U F G, s gl
  ..^ M G .
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9.1. Let H F G. For
s s H , w - ??? - H , w g D M H 9.1a .  .  .  . . .0 0 n n
and a set p of primes we define
pN s [ s g N s s g H , .  . 4H H p 9 0
 .where N s denotes the stabilizer of s in H and s the p 9-part ofH p 9
s, p 9 being the complement of p in the set of all primes. Note that
 .  .  .H e N s by axiom C1 in Definition 1.1 and that for s g N s the0 H H}
 .condition s g H is equivalent to sH being a p-element in N s rH .p 9 0 0 H 0
Hence, we have
p < <N s s H ? N s rH , 9.1b .  .  . .H 0 H 0 p
where G denotes the set of p-elements in an arbitrary group G.p
Our aim is to replace under suitable conditions, which will arise along
< <  . < p  . <the way, the factor H in Formula 8.4a with the bigger factor N s0 H
without changing the result of the alternating sum; thereby obtaining in
the case, where p is the set of all primes, an integral expression after
  ..passing to a sum over H-orbits in D M H .
  ..For H F G and p as above we enlarge D M H by defining
Äp pD M H [ s, s g H = D M H ¬ s g N s 4 .  .  .  . .  . H
and we give a partition
Äp Äp Äp ÄpD M H s D M H j D M H j D M H .  .  .  . .  .  .  .0 1 2
Äpj D M H 9.1c .  . .3
Äp Äp  ..  .   ..of D M H into four disjoint subsets by defining for s, s g D M H
 .with s as in 9.1a ,
Äps, s g D M H :m s g H , .  . .0 0
Äps, s g D M H :m s f H , .  . .1 n
Äps, s g D M H :m s g H _ H and H s - H .  .  . .2 iq1 i i iq1
 4for some i g 0, . . . , n y 1 ,
Äps, s g D M H :m s g H _ H and H s s H .  .  . .3 iq1 i i iq1
 4for some i g 0, . . . , n y 1 ,
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 . where H s denotes the subgroup of G generated by H and s si i
 ..normalizes H , since s g N s . Note that the index i in the definition ofi H
Äp Äp  ..   ..D M H and D M H is uniquely determined by the condition s g2 3
H _ H .iq1 i
Next we consider the map
Äp Äp Äpf : D M H ª D M H j D M H , .  .  . .  .  .3 1 2
$
s, s ¬ s, H , w -???- H , w -???- H , w , .  .  . . /0 0 iq1 iq1 n n
 .  4for s as in 9.1a , where i g 0, . . . , n y 1 is given by s g H _ H , andiq1 i
 .   . .the pair H , w s H s , w is omitted from s .iq1 iq1 i iq1
Äp .   ..  .For s, s g D M H with s as in 9.1a we have1
y1f s, s s s, H , w - ??? - H , w - H s , w .  .  .  . .  . . 0 0 n n n
w g B H s , mH n s. , w . ) 0 , . . 5n H , w .n n
Äp .   ..  .  4and for s, s g D M H with s as in 9.1a and i g 0, . . . , n y 1 with2
 .s g H _ H , and hence H s - H , we haveiq1 i i iq1
fy1 s, s s s, H , w - ??? - H , w - H s , w - ??? .  .  .  . .  . 0 0 i i i
H  s. , w . H , w .i iq1 iq1- H , w w g B H s , m m / 0 . .  ..  . 4n n i H , w . H  s. , w .i i i
 .  .9.2. Introducing for H F G, s as in 9.1a , and x g M H the abbrevi-
ation
< <s H w xg x , s [ y1 m m res x H , w g A H , 9.2a .  .  .  .  . .s w H 0 0 qHn n
 .we can rewrite Eq. 8.4a as
< < M , A , pH ? a x s g x , s , .  .H
pÄ .   ..s , s gD M H0
< <  .  .where the factor H in Eq. 8.4a is replaced by summing over pairs s, s0
 .  .with s g H , where s is as in 9.1a . Using the partition in 9.1c and0
Äp Äp Äp  ..    .. . abbreviating D M H resp. D M H for i s 0, 1, 2, 3 by D resp.i
Äp .D , we may continue withi
< < M , A , pH ? a x s g x , s y g x , s . 9.2b .  .  .  . H
p p p pÄ .s , s gD Ä Ä Ä .s , s gD jD jD1 2 3
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 .We examine the last sum in 9.2b further using the function f from
Subsection 9.1:
g x , s .
p p pÄ Ä Ä .s , s gD jD jD1 2 3
s g x , s q g x , s 9 .  .  /
y1pÄ  .  .. . s9 , s 9 gf s , ss , s gD1
q g x , s q g x , s 9 . 9.2c .  .  .  /
y1pÄ  .  .. . s9 , s 9 gf s , ss , s gD 2
Äp .  .For s, s g D with s as in 9.1a , i.e., s f H , we have1 n
g x , s q g x , s 9 .  .
y1 .  ..s9 , s 9 gf s , s
< <s Hs y1 m m res x .  . .s w Hn n
H n s. , w . H w xy m m res x H , w , 9.2d .  .  .H , w . w H  s. 0 0 Hn n n /
  ..wgB H sn
Äp .  .  4and for s, s g D with s as in 9.1a and i g 0, . . . , n y 1 with2
 .s g H _ H , hence H s - H , we haveiq1 i i iq1
g x , s q g x , s 9 .  .
y1 .  ..s9 , s 9 gf s , s
ms< <s Hs y1 m res x .  . .w HH , w . n niq1 iq1mH , w .i i
H iq1 , w iq1. H i s. , w . H iq1 , w iq1. w x= m y m m H , wH , w . H , w . H  s. , w . 0 0 Hi i i i i /
  ..wgB H si
s 0, 9.2e .
since
mH iq1 , w iq1. s mH i s. , w .mH iq1 , w iq1.H , w . H , w . H  s. , w .i i i i i
  ..wgB H si
by transitivity of restriction.
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 .  .  .  .Finally substituting 9.2d and 9.2e in 9.2c we can rewrite 9.2b as
< < M , A , pH ? a x .H
s g x , s .
pÄ .s , s gD
< <s w xy y 1 m h x , s, s H , w .  . s 0 0 H
pÄ  .  ...s , ss H , w - ??? - H , w gD0 0 n n 1
9.2f .
 .for H F G and x g M H , with
h x , s, s s m res H x y mH n s. , w .m res H x . .  .  . .  .w H H , w . w H  s.n n n n n
  ..wgB H sn
9.2g .
 .9.3. THEOREM. Let H F G and x g M H . Assume that for a set p of
primes the following condition holds:
 .) For all T eU F H such that UrT is a cyclic p-group and allp }
 .  u .c g B T which are fixed under U i.e., c s c for all u g U , the coeffi-
 U  . U   ..  .cients of c in the two elements p res q , and res p q in A T withT T T U
 . H  .respect to the basis B T , where q [ res x , coincide, i.e.,U
m resU q s mU , w . ? m q . 9.3a .  .  . . c T T , c . w
 .wgB U
Then one has
1 < <sM , A , p pa x s y1 N s m .  .  .H H s< <H  .  ..   ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w gD M H0 0 n n
H w x= m res x H , w . .w H 0 0 Hn n
< <ss y1 .
 .  ..   ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w gH_D M H0 0 n n
N s rH . .H 0 p H w x= m m res x H , w , 9.3b .  . .s w H 0 0 Hn nN s rH .H 0
where the second sum runs o¨er a set of representati¨ es for the H-orbits of
  ..D M H .
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 .  .  .Proof. We consider the term h x , s, s in 9.2g . With U s H s ,n
 .  .T s H , and c s w , condition ) implies that h x , s, s s 0. There-n n p
 .fore we obtain from 9.2f
1
M , A , pa x s g x , s .  .H < <H pÄ .   ..s , s gD M H
1 < <s ps y1 N s m .  . H s< <H  .  ..   ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w gD M H0 0 n n
H w x= m res x H , w . . .w H 0 0 Hn n
This is the first equation of the theorem. Since the summands of the above
  ..sum are constant on H-orbits of D M H , we may collect them and
obtain further:
< <1 H< <sM , A , p pa x s y1 N s m .  .  .H H s< <H N s .H .  ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w0 0 n n
  ..gH_D M H
H w x= m res x H , w . . .w H 0 0 Hn n
 .Now the second equation of the theorem follows from Eq. 9.1b :
p < <N s H ? N s rH N s rH .  .  . .  .H 0 H 0 H 0p ps s .
< <N s H ? N s rH N s rH .  .  .H 0 H 0 H 0
 .9.4. COROLLARY. Let H F G, x g M H , and assume that condition
 .) holds for some set p of primes. Thenp
< < M , A , pH ? a x g A H , .  .p 9 H q
M , A, p .i.e., in a x occur only p 9-numbers as denominators.H
 w x. < < < <Proof. It is well known cf. 17, V.19.14 that G is a multiple of G pp
<  . . < <  . <for any finite group G. Therefore, the factor N s rH r N s rHH 0 p H 0
 .in the second sum in 9.3b splits into an integer and a rational number
< <whose denominator divides H :p 9
N s rH N s rH 1 .  . .  .H 0 H 0p ps ? .
N s rH N s rH N s rH .  .  .H 0 H 0 H 0p p 9
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 .9.5. COROLLARY. If ) holds for the set p of all primes and for allp
 .H F G and x g M H , then we ha¨e
aM , A , p x .H
ns y1 m . s
 .  ..   ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w gH_D M H0 0 n n
H w x= m res x H , w 9.5a .  . .w H 0 0 Hn n
 . M , A, pfor all H F G and all x g M H ; in particular, a is integral.
 .  .  .If additionally A H s M H and p s id for all H g C M , thenH M H .
b M , A ( aM , A, p s id , i.e., aM , A, p is an integral canonical induction formula.M
 .  .Proof. Formula 9.5a is an immediate consequence of Formula 9.3b .
 .  .  .Since M H is free for all H F G, we have C M s C Q m M . There-
fore, Corollary 6.6 yields the last statement.
M , A, p .9.6. Remark. Comparing the general formula for a x in LemmaH
 .  .8.4 to the second one in 9.3b , one realizes that under the hypothesis )p
< < < p  . <one can replace the factor H with the bigger factor N s without0 H
changing the whole alternating sum. In the standard example, i.e., M s R,
ab  .  .  .A s R , and p x s x for linear x g Irr H and p x s 0 for non-H H
 . w xlinear x g Irr H , this was observed in 3 for the set p of all primes by
interpreting both alternating sums as Euler characteristics of certain chain
complexes which could be proven to be homotopy equivalent. Theorem 9.3
will be the main tool for integrality proofs of all the canonical induction
formulae in Example 6.13.
9.7. EXAMPLE. We show that for M s R, A s Rab, B, and p as in
 .  .Example 6.13 a and Remark 7.3, condition ) is satisfied for all H F Gp
 .and all x g R H , where p is the set of all primes. Then Corollary 9.5
implies that aM , A, p is an integral canonical induction formula, and that
 .the explicit formula 9.5a holds. Note that in this example m s 1 for alls
 . w xchains s g M G . This formula is the same as the one obtained in 2 with
a different proof for the integrality.
So let U be a finite group and T eU such that UrT is cyclic. Let}
Ã = .furthermore q g Irr U and c g T such that c : T ª C is U-stable.
 U  ..Then we have to show that the multiplicities of c in p res q andT T
U   ..  U  .. U  .res p q coincide. If q is linear, then p res q s res q sT U T T T
U   ..  . U   ..res p q and we are done. If q 1 ) 1, then res p q s 0 and weT U T U
 U  ..have to show that c does not occur in p res q which is equivalent toT T
0 s c , resU q s indU c , q .  . .  .T TT U
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 .by Frobenius reciprocity. Since c is U-stable, the cyclic subgroup Trker c
 .  .is central in Urker c , and since UrT is cyclic, Urker c is abelian.
U  .Therefore, ind c , being a character which comes via inflation from aT
 .character of the abelian group Urker c , splits into linear characters, and
 U  . .hence ind c , q s 0.T U
Note that by exactly the same proofs we obtain for any field K of
 .characteristic zero containing a primitive exp G th root of unity, an
equivalent canonical induction formula for R ( R from Rab ( Rab,K K
 .R H being the Grothendieck group of KH]mod or equivalently the ringK
ab Ã .  .  .of virtual K-characters, and R H : R H the span of H K forK K
H F G.
9.8. EXAMPLE. We show that for M s R , A s Rab, B, and p as inF F
 .  .Example 6.13 b and Remark 7.3, condition ) is satisfied for all H F Gp
w x  .and all V g R H , V g FH]mod, where p is the set of all primes.F
Again Corollary 9.5 applies, showing that aR F , R F
ab , p is an integral canonical
 .induction formula. Note that in Eq. 9.5a we have m s 1 for all s gs
  .. w x.D M G , and that m V counts the multiplicity of F as a compositionw w
Ã .factor in V g FH]mod for H F G and w g H F .
So let T eU be as in the previous example, let S g FU]mod be
}
Ã .irreducible, and let c g T F be U-stable. We have to show that the
w x  U w x.. U  w x..multiplicities of F in p res S and in res p S coincide. Ifc T T T U
dim S s 1, this holds trivially as in Example 9.7. If dim S ) 1, thenF F
U  w x.res p S s 0, and we have to show that F is not a composition factorT U c
U w x. U  .of res S . But since T is normal in U, res S is semisimple and weT T
have to show that
0 s Hom F , resU S ( Hom indU F , S . .  . .  .FT c T FU T c
 . U  .As in the previous example, Urker c is abelian, and ind F is theT c
 .  . U  .inflation of an FUrker c -module. Since Urker c is abelian, ind FT c
has only one-dimensional composition factors, and therefore,
 U  . .Hom ind F , S s 0 as required.FU T c
 w x.Let d: R ª R be the decomposition map cf. 22, 15.2 which is aF
 ab . abmorphism of Mackey functors on G with d R : R . We remark thatF
the diagram
a ab6R Rq
6 6
dd q
aÄ ab6R RF Fq
with the canonical induction formulae a from Example 9.7 and a from theÄ
present example, is not commutative. In fact, there can't be any such
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canonical induction formula a: R ª Rab , because by Proposition 6.11Ä F Fq
we needed
p ab6R R
6 6
d d
pÄ ab6R RF F
 . ab .to commute for some p g Z]Con G R , R . But for G s S , « theÄ F F 4
sign character, x the unique irreducible character of degree 2, and2
 .l s char F s 3, the virtual character x s 1 q « y x is in the kernel of2
  ..  .d , and d p x s d 1 q « / 0.G G G G
9.9. EXAMPLE. Let M s P , A s P ab, B, and p be as in ExampleO O
Ã .  .  .6.13 c and Remark 7.3, i.e., B H s H O for H F G an l9-group and
 . PO , POab , pB H s B otherwise. We will show that a is integral. First we
show that, with p s l9 being the set of all primes distinct from l s
  ..  . w x  .char Orrad O , condition * is satisfied for all H F G and V g P H ,l9 O
V g OH]proj.
Let T eU F G with UrT a cyclic l9-group, c : T ª O= a U-invariant}
homomorphism such that O is projective. Then in particular, T is anc
l9-group, and with T also U. Let V g OU]proj be indecomposable. We
w x  U w x..have to show that the multiplicities of O in p res V andc T T
U  w x..  .  .res p V coincide. But since U is an l9-group, we have P U ( R U ,T U O
ab . ab .P U s R U , and the proof of Example 9.7 can be repeated.O
Hence, from Theorem 9.3 we have
ab nP , P , pO O w xa V s y1 . . H
 .  ..   ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w gH_D M H0 0 n n
N s rH . .H 0 l9
= msN s rH .H 0
H w x= m res V H , O . . .w H 0 wn n 0 H
<  . . <Since all occurring groups H are l9-groups, we have N s rH si H 0 l9
<  . < < <N s ? H and it suffices to show thatH l9 0
H w xm res VN s  . .  .l9 w HH n nand
N s N s .  .H Hl9 l
<  . < <  . < w xare natural numbers. However, N s divides N s by 17, V.19.14 ,l9H H l9
<  . <  H w x..and N s divides m res V by the following argument. Let Q belH w Hn n
 .a Sylow l-subgroup of N s , H9 [ QH , and let W be an indecompos-H n
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H  . < <able summand of res V . It suffices to show that Q divides the multi-H 9
 H 9w x..plicity m res W , which we may assume to be non-zero. Since W isw Hn n H 9 . H 9 H n ..projective, W is a direct summand of ind O ( ind ind O . Since1 H 1nH 9 .H9rH ( Q is an l-group, we have W ( ind X for some indecompos-n H n
able OH -module X by Green's indecomposability theorem. Mackey'sn
decomposition formula then yields
res H 9 W ( ind sH n res ss H n sX ( sX . .  .[ [ /H H l H H l Hn n n n n
sgH _H 9rH sgH 9rHn n n
H 9 .Since O is a direct summand of res W , and since w is stable underw H nn n
 . H 9 . < H 9r H n <H 9 F N s , we have res W ( [ O , and thereforeH H wis 1n n
 H 9w x.. < < < <m res W s H9rH s Q .w H nn n
10. A GLOBAL POINT OF VIEW
10.1. Often it is possible to define a Mackey functor on any finite group
not only on the subgroups of a given group. So let us assume that we have
 .a free abelian group M G for each G g gr, the category of finite groups,
such that we have induction and restriction maps whenever there is a
subgroup inclusion H F G, and that there are conjugation maps c :g , H
 . g .M H ª M H , whenever H F G and g g G. Moreover let us assume
that the axioms in the definition of a Mackey functor are satisfied. We also
assume that with respect to restrictions, we can extend M to a contravari-
ant functor M: gr ª Ab to the category of abelian groups, i.e., that we now
 .  .have a map res : M G9 ª M G for every group homomorphism f :f
G ª G9. We assume that in the situation H F G, g g G, for f : gH ª H,
y1  . g .h9 ¬ g hg, the map res : M H ª M H coincides with the conjugationf
map c . Let us furthermore assume that we are given a subfunctorg , H
 .  .A : M: gr ª Ab, such that A G has a stable Z-basis B G for every
G g gr with respect to group isomorphisms and such that the restrictions
 .of a basis element in B G to a subgroup H F G is a Z-linear combina-
 .tion of B H with non-negative coefficients. Finally suppose we have for
 .  .each G g gr a morphism p : M G ª A G commuting with res forG f
each group isomorphism f. To this situation we will refer in the sequel as
the global standard situation. When restricting our attention to subgroups
of a given finite group G we are brought back to the situation of
hypothesis 8.1. Note that we can consider each of the parts in Example
 .  .  .  .  .  .1.8 a , b , d , e as a global standard situation; in parts d and e we can
choose O as the ring of integers of the maximal unramified extension of Ql
in an algebraic closure.
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10.2. Assume that A : M: gr ª Ab is given as in Subsection 10.1. Then
each group homomorphism f : G ª G9 induces a map
res : A G9 ª A G , .  .qf q q
10.2a .g 9y1w xH9, a ¬ f H9 , res a , . .G9 f g 9 , H 9 G
 .g 9gf G _G9rH 9
y1g 9 . g 9 y1g 9 .where f : f H9 ª H9 ª H9 is the restriction of f to f H9g 9, H 9
Ä y1Ä Ä g 9followed by the conjugation map h ¬ g 9 hg 9 for h g H9. It is not
difficult to see that res is a ring homomorphism, if A is a ring valuedf
functor, and that res (res s res , if f 9: G9 ª G0 is anotherqf qf 9 q f 9( f .
group homomorphism, so that A is again a contravariant functor gr ª Abq
 .and y is a functor from the contravariant functor category F 8 gr, Ab ,q
 .resp. F 8 gr, Ri for the category Ri of rings, to itself. Moreover, it is a
straightforward calculation that b M , A: A ª M is a functorial morphism.q
Assuming M, A, B, and p as in the global standard situation we can
M , A, p  .  .define a : Q m M G ª Q m A G exactly as in Section 8 for eachG q
G g gr, and all our previous results which hold under Hypothesis 8.1 are
still valid.
10.3. PROPOSITION. Let M, A, B, and p be gi¨ en as in the global
<standard situation of Subsection 10.1, and assume that p s id forAG.G AG.
  ..  .all G g gr and that res ker p : ker p for all canonical epimor-n G r N G
phisms n : G ª GrN, N eG. Then the diagram}
aM, A , pG 9 6 .  .Q m M G9 Q m A G9q
6 6
res resf q f
M , A , paG 6 .  .Q m M G Q m A Gq
commutes for all group homomorphisms f : G ª G9, i.e., aM , A, p is a
functorial morphism from Q m M to Q m A , considered as functors gr ªq
Q]Mod.
f
 .Proof. Since f can be written as a composition G ª f G F G9 of an
epimorphism and an inclusion we may assume that f : G ª G9 is surjec-
 .tive. Note that, since p commutes with isomorphisms, res maps ker pf G9
 . M , A, pto ker p . We will write a instead of a for U g gr, and proceed byG U U
< < < < < <induction on G . If G s 1, then the result holds trivially. So Let G ) 1.
 .  .  .  .By hypothesis we have M G9 s A G9 [ ker p . If x 9 g A G9 , then byG9
 . w x   ..Proposition 6.12 we have a x 9 s G9, x 9 and also a res x 9 sG9 G9 G f
w  .x w x .   ..G, res x 9 which is equal to res G9, x 9 s res a x 9 byf G qf G9 qf G9
 .10.2a .
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 . ANow let x 9 g ker p . Since r is injective, it suffices to show thatG9 G
p A (resG (res ( a x 9 s p A (resG ( a (res x 9 10.3a .  .  . .  .H qH qf G9 H qH G f
 .for all H F G. We first assume that H - G. The right hand side of 10.3a
 A G . .  G . .is equal to p ( a (res (res x 9 s p (res (res x 9 . The leftH H H f H H f
 A G9 . .  Ahand side is equal to p (res (res ( a x 9 s p (H qf : H ª f H . qf H . G H
G 9 . .  Ares ( a (res x 9 which is equal to p ( a (q f : H ª f  H . f  H . f  H . H H
G9 . .  G . .  .res (res x s p (res (res x 9 by induction and 10.3af : H ª f H . f H . H H f
holds in this case.
 .   ..Now let H s G. The right hand side of 10.3a is equal to p res x 9G f
 .  .which is 0, since res maps ker p to ker p . On the other hand, if wef G9 G
write
G9 w xa x 9 s a x 9 H9, w9 .  . G9G9 H 9 , w 9.
 .  .H 9 , w 9 gG9_ M G9
G9  .with a x 9 g Q as a linear combination of the basis elementsH 9, w 9.
w x  .H9, w9 , we obtain for the left hand side of 10.3a ,G9
p A (res ( a x 9 s a G9 x 9 res w9 , .  .  . . G qf G9 G9 , w 9. f
 .w 9gB G9
 A .w x .  .  .since p (res H9, w9 s 0 for H9, w9 g M G9 with H9 - G9.G qf G9
 . G9  .But looking at the explicit formula 6.1a we see that a x 9 s 0 forG9, w 9.
 .  .all w9 g B G9 , since p x 9 s 0, and the proof is complete.G9
10.4. Remark. In the present treatise we avoided placing ourselves into
the framework of global Mackey functors as they are defined for example
w x w xby Webb in 30 or by Bouc in 6 , because it would require even more
elaborate technicalities, and because we would like to apply the theory also
to the absolute Galois group G of a field K and work with all subgroups
H F G of finite index. It is possible to establish the notion of a Mackey
functor as in Definition 1.1 also in this context.
However, the reader who prefers to work with global Mackey functors
should have no difficulties in translating our results into the language of
global Mackey functors, where one has also induction maps along arbitrary
group homomorphisms.
11. COMPUTATION OF CANONICAL
INDUCTION FORMULAE
Throughout this section let M, A, B, and p: M ª A be given as in
Hypothesis 8.1. Let furthermore a [ aM , A, p: Q m M ª Q m A be theq
associated morphism of Q-restriction functors on G.
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 .  .  .11.1. For each H F G, x g M H , and K, c g M H we denote by
H  .  . w xa x the coefficient of a x at the basis element K, c , i.e.,K , c . H H
M , A , p H w xa x s a x K , c . 11.1a .  .  . HH K , c .
 .  .K , c gH_ M H
The aim of this section is to describe how to compute the coefficients
H  .a x . Usually, even for small groups it takes too long to use theK , c .
 .explicit formula 6.1a . More efficient is the use of the commutative
 . q . H .diagram 6.1b . Note that Q m A H has a Q-basis c gL, l.
  ..H  .  .  H . A K , L, l g H _ M H , with c having entryK F H  L , l.
 nl at the component L, the appropriate conjugate entriesng N L.r N L, l.H H
at all components which are H-conjugate to L, and zero entries every-
where else. This means that each H-conjugate of l occurs exactly once in
H . H . H .  .  .c . Obviously, c s c , if and only if K, c s L, l . LetL, l. K , c . L, l. H
H Aw x .g g Z denote the coefficient of r K, c at the basis elementL, l., K , c . H H
H .  .  .  . Hc for K, c , L, l g M H . Then g depends only on theL, l. L, l., K , c .
 .  .  .H-orbits of L, l and K, c in M H , and we denote by G theM H .
 H .  .  .  .square matrix g indexed by L, l , K, c g H _ M H , i.e.,L, l., K , c .
 .  .representatives of the H-orbits of M H . Then Diagram 6.1b translates
into the matrix equation
G ? a H x s m res H x , 11.1b .  .  . . .  .M H . K , c . c K .  .K , c K , c
 .  .  .  .  .where K, c runs through H _ M H . For L, l , K, c g M H we write
 .  .  . h .L, l F K, c , if L, l F K, c for some h g H.H
11.2. PROPOSITION. With the notation of Subsection 11.1, the coefficients
H  .  .  .g for H F G and L, l , K, c g M H are gi¨ en byL, l., K , c .
g H s mhK , c . s mhK , c . . 11.2a . L , l. , K , c . L , l. L , l.
hgL_HrK hgHrK
H  .  .In particular, g s 0 unless L, l F K, c , and after a suitableL, l., K , c . H
 .ordering of H _ M H , the matrix G is upper triangular with diagonal entryM H .
<  . <  .N K, c rK at position K, c .H
Proof. By the definitions of r A and cH . , the number g H isH L, l. L, l., K , c .
 .the coefficient of l with respect to B L in
A H w xp res K , c . .HL qL
hh hK
hs p L l K , res c .  /L Ll K L
hgL_HrK
s resh K hc s mhK , c . ? m. .  L L , m .
hgL_HrK hgL_HrK  .mgB L
h hLl KsL LF K
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 . h hK , c .Now the first equation in 11.2a follows, since L F K whenever mL, l.
h/ 0, and the second equation follows, since if L F K then LhK s hK.
11.3. LEMMA. With the notation from Subsection 11.1 we ha¨e
< <K nHa x s y1 m .  .K , c . sN K , c .H  .  ..   ..s s H , w - ??? - H , w gD M H0 0 0 n n
 .  .H , w s K , c0 0
= m res H x 11.3a .  . .w Hn n
 .for all H F G and all x g M H .
 .Proof. By 8.4a we have
nH< < < <H a x s y1 H m .  .K , c . 0 s
 .  ..   ..ss H , w - ??? - H , w gD M H0 0 n n
 .  .H , w s K , c0 0 H
= m res H x . . .w Hn n
 .  ..   ..Since in the H-orbit of s s H , w - ??? - H , w g D M H with0 0 n n
 .  . <  .  . <H , w s K, c there are precisely N K, c rN s chains among0 0 H H H
<  . <  .its HrN s elements which start with K, c , the result follows.H
There is one general result about the vanishing of some of the coeffi-
H  .cients a x .K , c .
11.4. PROPOSITION. Assume the notation of Subsection 11.1 and assume
Ä .  .further that there is a stable Z-basis B H of M H for all H F G,
H Ä .  .  .containing B H , such that res x is a Z-linear combination of B KK
Ä .with non-negati¨ e coefficients for each K F H and x g B H , and that p isH
Ä .  .  .the identity on B H and zero on B H _ B H for all H F G.
Ä .  .Then for each H F G and x g B H the following holds: If K, c g
 .  H  ..  H  ..M H such that m res x s 0 i.e., c does not occur in res x , thenc K K
H  .a x s 0.K , c .
Proof. We can extend the definitions from Hypothesis 8.1 and Sub-
H , x . Ä .section 8.3 to multiplicities m g N for K F H F G, x g B H ,K , q . 0
Ä Ä .  .  .  .q g B K , and m z g N for z g M K with respect to B K . Forq 0
 .  .q g B K this definition of m z coincides with the old one by theq
hypothesis on p .K
 .  H  ..We show that each summand in 11.3a is zero, if m res x s 0. Letc K
 .  ..   ..  .  .s s H , w - ??? - H , w g D M H with H , w s K, c .0 0 n n 0 0
Then
0 s m res H x s mH n , q .m res H x .  . .   .c K K , c . q H n
Ä .qgB Hn
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by transitivity of restriction. Since all the factors in the sum are non-nega-
H n , w n.  H  ..tive, and since m / 0, we have m res x s 0, and the summandK , c . w Hn n
 .in 11.3a associated to s vanishes.
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